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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICTAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

)
)
)
Plaintiff-Respondent,
)
)
)
vs.
)
)
)
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
)
)
Defendant-Appellant,
)
--------~)
STATE OF IDAHO,

Supreme Court No.

44484

CLERK'S RECORD

Appeal from the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock.
Before HONORABLE David

c. Nye District Judge.

For Appellant:
Sara B. Thomas
State Appellate Public Defender
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005

For Respondent:
Lawrence G. Wasden
Idaho Attorney General
P.0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
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Date: 10/17/2016

User: DCANO

Sixth Judicial District Court - Bannock County

Time: 02:39 PM

ROA Report

Page 1 of 4

Case: CR-2016-0002152-FE Current Judge: David C Nye
Defendant: Colvin, Thomas Cruz

State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
Judge

Date

Code

User

2/10/2016

LOCT

CHANTELLEK

er

David C Nye

NCRF

CHANTELLEK

New Case Filed-Felony

Magistrate Court Clerk

PROS

CHANTELLEK

Prosecutor Assigned Brian Trammell

Magistrate Court Clerk

CRCO

CHANTELLEK

Criminal Complaint- I Count Domestic Battery,
Idaho Copde 18-903 and 18-918(2)(a)

Magistrate Court Clerk

CHANTELLEK

Victim: Amanda Motley

Magistrate Court Clerk

XSEA

CHANTELLEK

Case Sealed

Magistrate Court Clerk

HRSC

CHANTELLEK

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 02/23/2016

Magistrate Court Clerk

01:15 PM)
SMIS

CHANTELLEK

Summons Issued Colvin, Thomas Cruz

Magistrate Court Clerk

ARRN

KIM

Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on
02/11/2016 02:30 PM: Arraignment/ First
Appearance

David A Hooste

ORPD

KIM

Defendant: Colvin, Thomas Cruz Order
Appointing Public Defender Public defender
Randall D Schulthies

David A Hooste

NCCO

KIM

No contact Order Issued

David A Hooste

HRSC

KIM

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing

Thomas W Clark

02/29/2016 01 :30 PM)
ORDR

KIM

Order to Attend Preliminary Hearing

Thomas W Clark

JOYLYNN

No Contact Order: Order Comment: 2/10/16 NCO Expiration Days: 366 Expiration Date:

Thomas W Clark

2/10/2017
2/12/2016

2/16/2016

AMANDA

Motion to Disqualify Judge; dfdt atty andrew

HRVC

AMANDA

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Thomas W Clark
on 02/29/2016 01 :30 PM: Hearing Vacated Judge Clark DQ'd

ORDR

AMANDA

Order Disqualifying Judge; Isl J Clark 2-12-16 -dfdt's motn to disqualify GRANTED

Thomas W Clark

ORDR

BRANDY

Order of assignment; case assigned to Judge
Carnaroli by TCA

Rick Carnaroli

REDS

NICHOLE

Request For Discovery; Kent Reynolds

Rick Carnaroli

HRSC

NICHOLE

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing
03/02/2016 01 :30 PM)

Rick Camaron

NICHOLE

3/2/2016

3/3/2016

Thomas W Clark

MOTN

PHWV

NICHOLE

Notice Of Hearing

Rick Carnaroli

Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Rick Carnaroli
on 03/02/2016 01 :30 PM: Preliminary Hearing
Waived (bound Over)

NICHOLE

Questionnaire in File

Rick Carnaroli

MEOR

NICHOLE

Minute Entry and Order Waiving Preliminary
Hearing /s/ J Carnaroli 3/2/16

Rick Carnaroli

HRSC

BRANDY

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 03/07/2016
08:30 AM)

David C Nye
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Sixth Judicial District Court - Bannock County

Date: 10/17/2016
Time: 02:39 PM

User: OCANO

ROA Report

Page 2 of 4

Case: CR-2016-0002152-FE Current Judge: David C Nye
Defendant: Colvin, Thomas Cruz

State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
Date

Code

User

3/3/2016

INFO

BRANDY

Prosecuting Attorney's Information; Charge
David C Nye
"Domestic Battery, IC 18-903 and 18-918(2)(a);"

MOTN

AMYW

Motion to Dismiss; atty Scott Andrew for def

David C Nye

RESP

AMYW

Response to Request for Discovery; atty Brian
Trammell for State

David C Nye

ARRN

AMYW

Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on
03/07/2016 08:30 AM: Arraignment I First
Appearance

David C Nye

HRSC

AMYW

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/30/2016 10:00
AM) Motion to Dismiss

David C Nye

HRSC

AMYW

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 06/07/2016 09:00 David C Nye
AM)

HRSC

AMYW

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
05/23/2016 04:00 PM)

David C Nye

PLEA

AMYW

Plea is entered for charge: - NG {118-918(2){a)
Battery-Domestic Violence Inflicting Traumatic
Injury)

David C Nye

MEOR

AMYW

Minute Entry and Order on Arraignment and
David C Nye
Order Setting Criminal Jury Trial; def appeared
and pied NG, trial set for 6/7/16 at 9:00 a.m., PT
set for 5/23/16 at 4:00 p.m., hearing on motion to
dismiss set for 3/30/16 at 10:00 a.m., def to file
brief by 3/11/16, state to file brief by 3/18/16; Isl
J Nye, 3·9-16

REDS

AMYW

Request For Discovery; atty Brian Trammell for
State

David C Nye

3/11/2016

BRFS

AMYW

Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss; atty J.
Scott Andrew for def

David C Nye

3/14/2016

MOTN

AMYW

Amended Motion to Dismiss; atty J. Scott
Andrew for def

David C Nye

3/21/2016

OBJT

AMYW

Objection to Motion to Dismiss; atty Brian
Trammell for State

David C Nye

3/30/2016

DCHH

AMYW

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
03/30/2016 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Stephanie Morse
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100 pages.
Motion to Dismiss

David C Nye

4/1/2016

MEOR

AMYW

Minute Entry and Order; motion to dismiss taken David C Nye
under advisement and written decision will be
issued; Isl J Nye, 4-1-16

4/8/2016

MEMO

AMYW

Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to

3/7/2016

3/9/2016

Judge

David C Nye

Dismiss; DENIED; /s/ J Nye, 4-8-16
5/23/2016

HRVC

AMYW

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
06/07/2016 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated

David C Nye
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Sixth Judicial District Court - Bannock County

Time: 02:39 PM

User: OCANO
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Page 3 of 4

Case: CR-2016-0002152-FE Current Judge: David C Nye
Defendant: Colvin, Thomas Cruz

State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
Date

Code

User

5/23/2016

HRHD

AMYW

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled David C Nye
on 05/23/2016 04:00 PM: Hearing Held

HRSC

AMYW

Hearing Scheduled (Further Proceedings
06/06/2016 08:30 AM) change plea

David C Nye

HRSC

AMYW

Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 08/08/2016
08:30 AM)

David C Nye

DCHH

AMYW

Hearing result for Further Proceedings scheduled David C Nye
on 06/06/2016 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Stephanie Morse
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100 pages.
change plea

PLEA

AMYW

Plea is entered for charge: - GT (I 18-918(2)(a)
Battery-Domestic Violence Inflicting Traumatic
Injury)

David C Nye

GQIF

AMYW

Guilty questionnaire in file

David C Nye

PSI01

AMYW

Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered

David C Nye

PSI02

AMYW

PSI Face Sheet Transmitted

David C Nye

MEOR

AMYW

David C Nye
Minute Entry and Order; def changed plea to
guilty, sentencing set for 8/8/16 at 8:30 a.m., PSI
due 8/1/16, NCO remains in effect; /s/ J Nye,
6-7-16

AMYW

Presentence Report

6/6/2016

6/7/2016

8/4/2016
8/8/2016

Judge

Document sealed
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on
08/08/2016 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Stephanie Morse
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 100 pages.

David C Nye
David C Nye

DCHH

AMYW

WHJD

AMYW

Withheld Judgment Entered (118-918(2)(a)
Battery-Domestic Violence Inflicting Traumatic
Injury)

David C Nye

SNIC

AMYW

Sentenced To Incarceration (I 18-918(2)(a)
Battery-Domestic Violence Inflicting Traumatic
Injury) Confinement terms: Discretionary: 120
days.

David C Nye

PROB

AMYW

Probation Ordered (I 18-918(2)(a)
Battery-Domestic Violence Inflicting Traumatic
Injury) Probation term: 4 years o months O days.
(Supervised)

David C Nye

CSTS

AMYW

Case Status Changed: closed pending clerk.
action

David C Nye

SNPF

AMYW

Sentenced To Pay Fine 2025.50 charge:
118-918(2)(a) Battery-Domestic Violence
Inflicting Traumatic Injury

David C Nye
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Date: 10/17/2016

User: OCANO

Sixth Judicial District Court - Bannock County

Time: 02:39 PM

ROA Report

Page 4 of 4

Case: CR-2016-0002152-FE Current Judge: David C Nye
Defendant: Colvin, Thomas Cruz

State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
Date

Code

User

Judge

8/8/2016

RESO

AMYW

Restitution Ordered 100.00 victim # 1

David C Nye

8/10/2016

MEOR

AMYW

Minute Entry and Order of Probation - Withheld
Judgment; def given WHJ, 4 years probation,
120 days of disc jail time, court costs, pd fee,
fine, DNA cost, restitution open for 30 days,
$SO/month starting 9/5/16, NCo extended; /s/ J
Nye, 8-10-16

David C Nye

9/2/2016

APSC

OCANO

Appealed To The Supreme Court

David C Nye

NOTC

OCANO

NOTICE OF APPEAL: J. Scott Andrew, Deputy

David C Nye

Public Defender

MOTN

OCANO

MOTION TO APPOINT STATE APPELLATE
PUBLIC DEFENDER: J. Scott Andrew, Deputy
Public Defender

David C Nye

9/8/2016

MISC

OCANO

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL: Signed
and Mailed to SC and Counsel on 9-9-16.

David C Nye

9/12/2016

ORDR

AMYW

Order Appointing State Appellate Public
Defender's Office; Isl J Nye, 9-12-16: Email a
cert. copy to SC and mailed to Counsel on
9-15-16.

David C Nye

9/28/2016

MISC

OCANO

IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Received Notice of David C Nye
Appeal, Transcript requested per Notice of
Appeal. Set Due Dates: Transcripts due 10-26-16
and Clerk's Record due in SC on 11-30-16.

10/12/2016

NOTC

OCANO

NOTICE OF LODGING received by; Stephanie

David C Nye

Morse on 10-12-16 for the following hearings:
Motion to Dismiss held 3-30-16.
10/17/2016

MISC

OCANO

CLERK'S RECORD received in Court Records
on 10-17-16.

David C Nye

MISC

OCANO

CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S
TRANSCRIPTS MAILED TO COUNSEL ON

David C Nye

10-18-16. Due in Supreme Court on 11-15-16.
Emailed Cert. of service to SC on 10-18-16.
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STEPHEN F. HERZOG
BANNOCK COUNTY PROSECUTOR
P.O. BOXP
POCATELLO, ID 83205-0050
(208) 236·7280

BRIAND. TRAMMELL, ISB #9213
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
XXX-XX-4273
8/1/1986

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO.

{£--\la -

a ~ea ~·w

COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL

)
)
)
)

_______________
Defendant.

Personally appeared before me this~ day of February, 2016, BRIAND.
TRAMMELL in the County of Bannock, who, first being duly sworn, complains of THOMAS
CRUZ COLVIN and charges the defendant with the public offense of DOMESTIC
BATIERY, Idaho Code §18-903 and §18-918(2)(a), (punishable up to 10 years in

prison and/or $10,000 fine), committed as follows, to-wit:

That the said THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN, in the County of Bannock, State of
Idaho, on or about the 25th day of January, 2016, did inflict a traumatic injury upon another
household member, Amanda Motley, by hitting her on the face and back several times,
attempted to strangle her and by throwing her across the room.

6 of 134

(-)

C)

All of which is contrary to the form of the statute in said State made and
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.
Said complainant prays that a Summons be issued for the said THOMAS,
CRUZ COLVIN directing the defendant to appear and answer to said charge that the
defendant may be dealt with according to law.

~~.

BRIAN D. TRAMMELL

.
11'1 fl
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thisLJL.._ day of February, 2016.

MAGISTRATE

7 of 134
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
MAGISTRATE DIVISION

)

STATE OF IDAHO,

) CASE NOC,£-\Lo ..
Plaintiff,

8 \!o195n-::.1

)
)

vs.

)

SUMMONS

)
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
XXX-XX-4273
8/1/1986

)

{LI# 16-P01773-T. WALL)

)
)
)
")
)

____________
Defendant.

The State of Idaho sends greetings to the above named defendant.

You are

notified that a complaint has been filed against you in the District Court of the Sixth Judicial
District of the State of Idaho in and for the County of Bannock charging you with the crime of
DOMESTIC BATTERY, Idaho Code §18-903 and §18-918(2)(a).
){

The Court has determined there is probable cause to believe the offense stated in

the complaint has been committed, and you were involved in its commission.
YOU ARE HEREBY ORDERED to appear for arraignment on the83 day of

i'.-ekn oq,

,

2016, at the hour of 1:15 p.m. in Room 119 of the Bannock County

Courthouse. Your failure to appear may result in a Warrant being· issued for your arrest.
DATED this \

D

day of February, 2016.
CLERK

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF BANNOCK

)
) ss.
)

I HEREBY CERTIFY, that I received the within Summons on the __ day of
, 2016, and served said Summons on the within named defendant on the
dayof _ _ _ _ _, 2016.

-----

--
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IN THE DISTR."ICTCOURTOFTHESIXTH JUDICIALDISTRICTOFTHE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

I \-

MAGISTRATE DIVISION
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
) CASE NOCR:,.- \ lp .. 8
)
)
)
SUMMONS

Plaintiff,

vs.

\7c9 tr;

)
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
XXX-~-4273
8/1/1986

)

(LI# 16-P01773-T. WALL)

)
)
)
')

Defendant.

The State of Idaho sends greetings to the above named defendant.

You are

notified that a complaint has been filed against you in the District Court of the Sixth Judicial
District of the State of Idaho in and for the County of Bannock charging you with the crime of
DOMESTIC BATTERY, Idaho Code §18-903 and §18-918(2)(a).
){

The Court has determined there is probable cause to believe the offense stated in

the complaint has been committed, and you were involved in its commission.
. YOU ARE HEREBY ORDERED to appear for arraignment on the02 day of

-"ii::kn taq,

,

2016, at the hour of 1:15 p.m. in Room 119 of the Bannock County

Courthouse. Your failure to appear may result in a Warrant being issued for your arrest.
DATED this .l D

day of February, 2016.
CLERK

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF BANNOCK

THE DISTRICT.COURT

)
) ss.
)

I HEREBY CERTIFY, that I received the within Summons on the _
day of
, 2016, and served said Summons on the within named defendant on the

-_
- _ _,. 2016.
dayof __

---
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02/10/16

08:55
Incident#: 16-~01773
.--,-·.-·'

.'

also a slight red mark.on the front of MOTLEY'S throat,_·.;Em~-pg~qSC~M~dical
services personnel arrived on scene, and MOTLEY refused to'ibe:')transported by
ambulance. She was taken to the hospital by SHAWN ELLETT and TANNER SATTERFIELD
and Officer BOWMAN followed.
5.

DOCUMENTS OF EVIDENCE TO BE FILED IN RECORDS:
(MEDICAL RELEASE, STATEMENTS, RIGHTS FORMS, LATENTS, PHOTOS, ETC.)

A written statement from AMANDA MOTLEY will be filed in Records. Photographs
have been uploaded to, and described in, the Files section of this report.
6.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PAMPHLETS PROVIDED TO:

A domestic violence pamphlet was provided to AMANDA MOTLEY'by Officer BOWMAN.
Advocates were contadted.
7.

VICTIM(S) INTERVIEW(S):

On 01/26/16, at approximately 2333 hours, Officer J WEINHEIMER, Officer BOWMAN,
Officer CATES, and I responded to 950 Willow for the report of a disturbance
between AMANDA MOTLEY and THOMAS COLVIN.
MOTLEY said she had been sleeping when her boyfriend, COLVIN, who resides with
her, woke her up and started battering her. MOTLEY stated that COLVIN had hit
her in the face and on the back, attempted to strangle her, and threw her across
the room. MOTLEY'S left eye was swollen shut and bruising was already apparent
underneath her eye. She had blood covering her clothes, face, arms, and hands. I
took photographs of MOTLEY'S face, neck, and the right side of her back. MOTLEY
stated that the incident had happened in the exterior bedroom of the residence.
Emergency Medical Services was dispatched to our location. Emergency Medical
Services personnel examined MOTLEY and suggested that she be taken to the
hospital. MOTLEY refused to be transported by the ambulance, and was taken to
the hospital by TANNER SATTERFIELD and SHAWN ELLETT. Officer BOWMAN followed
them to the hospital, and provided MOTLEY with a domestic violence pamphlet.
Officer J WEINHEIMER obtained a written statement from MOTLEY while at the
hospital.
8.

WITNESS(ES) OBSERVATIONS:

There were no. witnesses to this incident. TANNER SATTERFIELD and SHAWN ELLETT
had been asleep and were not awoken by MOTLEY until after the disturbance had
occurred. SATTERFIELD and ELLETT said they had assisted MOTLEY in cleaning some
of the blood off of her face.
9.

SUSPECT(S) INTERVIEW(S) / INFORMATION:

THOMAS COLVIN was highly intoxicated, and was unable to focus or make
intelligible conversation. COLVIN was taken into custody for Domestic Battery
and incarcerated at the Bannock County Jail. He was charged on Idaho uniform
citation 9313906.
10.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, NOT PREVIOUSLY STATED:

AMANDA MOTLEY advised that after the disturbance, she left the exterior bedroom
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Bannock County Sheriff 1 s Office
Detail Incident Report

Page:

1033
4

Incident#: 16-P01773
and entered the main part of the residenc·e, where she called Dispatch. Once
Officer J WEINHEIMER and Officer BOWMAN arrived, they observed a male go back
into the exterior bedroom and turn off the lights. After. interviewing MOTLEY,
she gave officers keys for the bedroom and permission to enter that bedroom.
Officer J WEINHEIMER unlocked the door and opened it, and we called out to
THOMAS COLVIN. After a short period of time, COLVIN came to the door, where I
attempted to ask him a few questions. Officers then arrested COLVIN, entered the
bedroom, and took pictures of the scene. It should be noted that while I wastransporting COLVIN to the Bannock County Jail, he made excited utterances and
stated that what he had done was wrong.
End of report.
SUPPLEMENTAL NARRATIVE:
ARREST:

Date: 1-26-2016

AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE
ARREST REPORT
Time: 23:33

Officer: WALL #5278

Arrestees Name: THOMAS C. COLVIN
Charge: Domestic battery
Citation #:9313906
Bond: None
LI#: 16-P01773
SYNOPSIS: On 1-26-2016, at approximately 23:33, OFFICER W~ENHIEMER, OFFICER
BOWMAN, OFFICER CATES, and I responded to 950 Willow, for a disturbance between
AMANDA MOTLEY and THOMAS COLVIN. I contacted MOTLEY who said that she was
sleeping and COLVIN, her boyfriend who she resides with, woke her up and started
beating her. MOTLEY's left eye was swollen shut and she had blood all over her
clothes, face, and arms. MOTLEY stated that COLVIN hit her in the face and in
the back, choked her and threw her across the room. I located COLVIN.in the
exterior guest bedroom where the disturbance had taken place. MOTLEY gave
OFFICER WIENHIEMER the key to the locked door and gave us permission to enter
the room. We entered the room while MOTLEY stood outside. I contacted COLVIN at
the door when I called into him. The room contained evidence of a disturbance
taking place, several items where knocked over including a heater and a chair.
There was blood on the chair, a few of the blankets, and the back of the door. I
arrested COLVIN for domestic battery and incarcerated him in Bannock County
Jail. On the way to the jail.and without being questioned, COLVIN voluntarily
admitted what he had done was wrong.

State of Idaho
ss
County .of Bannock
TIMOTHY WALL being first duly sworn, deposes and says that I am a law
enforcement officer with POCATELLO POLICE DEPARTMENT. I have conducted an
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Incident#: 16-P01773
investigation regarding THOMAS COLVIN. Based on that investigation, I request a
Sixth District Judge to make a determination of probable cause to arrest, hold
or set bond on the above named defendant for the public offense of domestic
battery, a violation of I.C. 18-918 (3) (b) ~ The basis for this request is the
information set forth in a police report which is designated as Exhibit 11 A"
attached or within hereto. I further depose and say that I have read Exhibit
11 A 11
and all the contents are true to.the best of my knowledge, and that I
personally know the author of that report to be a law enforcement officer whom I
believe to be credible and reliable.
Dated this 27th day of January, 2016
Officer signature

-----------------

Pocatello Police Dept.

State of Idaho

ss
County of Bannock
TIMOTHY WALL, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to this
Affidavit of Probable Cause, acknowledged to me thats/he has read and executed
the document/sand the contents are true to the best of her/his knowledge.
Subscribed and sworn before me this 27th day of January, 2016

Notary Public
Commission expires on_ _ _~ - ~ - Detailed Report to follow.
SUPPLEMENTAL NARRATIVE:
Wed Jan 27 23:02:05 MST 2016 OFFICER WALL #5278
In reference to AMANDA MOTELY 1 S statement of being strangled, at the time of my
initial interview with her, I did not identify evidence to corroborate her
statement. MOTELY was intoxicated during the interview, and was unable to give
me anymore details, other than what was stated in my dictation, recorded
interview or written statement. During the interview I was unable to observe any
hoarseness in her voice, difficulty breathing or swallowing. While speaking with
emergency medical services, MOTLEY stated that she had never lost consciousness
during the disturbance.
Upon officers arriving at this incident, Corporal SAMPSON observed THOMAS COLVIN
open the front door to his exterior room and vomit outside on the ground. Upon
observing officers at that location he went back inside and shut the door. I
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observed the vomit just outside of the doorway while placing COLVIN under
arrest.
SUPPLEMENTAL NARRATIVE:
OFFICER: GORDON #5187

DICTATED: 01-29-16@ 1624 HRS

INVESTIGATIVE TIME: 30 MINS
LAW INCIDENT#: 16-P01975
STENO INITIALS: SG
DATE & TIME
TRANSCRIBED: 01~30-16@ 1505 HRS
1. DOCUMENTS OF EVIDENCE TO BE FILED IN RECORDS:
(STATEMENTS, RI~HTS FORMS, LATENTS, PHOTOS, ETC.)
AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF MEDICAL RECORDS to be downloaded to files portion
of this report.
2 . NARRATIVE :
I made contact with Victim Coordinator RODRIGUEZ and she asked if I could again
make contact with the victim, AMANDA MOTLEY. She asked if I could get AMANDA to
complete a Medical Release form so they could have access to her medical
records, showing that her nose had been broken and she had an orbital fracture.
She advised we needed this information to amend the charge to felony domestic
battery. I advised her I would do that, She also requested that I give the
victim AMANDA MOTLEY a Victim Compensation form, which I did give to her, and
requested she complete the form and to get it back to RODRIGUEZ. She did
complete the Medical Release and signed it, and I have put a copy of it in the
Victim Coordinator box, and I made a copy which was put in Records to be filed.
There is nothing further.
End of report.
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Detail Incident Report
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Incident#: 16-P01773
LAW INCIDENT:
Nature: DOMESTIC ASLT
Location:

Address: 950 WILLOW LN
City: Pocatello

ST: ID

Offense Codes: DVPW
DVST
Received By: THOMAS,S
How Received: Telephone
CATES,G
WEINHEIMER,J
Rspndg Officers: BOWMAN,·J
Rspnsbl'officer: WALL,T
Disposition: Clrd Adult Arrest
When Reported: 23:23:13 Ol/26/16
and 23:23:13 01/26/16
Occurred: Between 23:23:13 01/26/16

Zip: 83201
Agency: PPD
WALL,T
on 01/27/16

REPORTEES:
NAME: ELLETT, SHAWN D.
Race: W Sex: M DOB:
Address: 4946 MARYLN, CHUBBUCK, ID 83202
Work Phone: {
Home Phone: (208)417-0904

Name Number: 210814

VICTIMS:
NAME: MOTLEY, AMANDA M.
Race: U Sex: F DOB:
Address: 950 WILLOW LN, Pocatello, ID 83201
Home Phone: (208)419-5081
work Phone:

Name Number: 287208
(

WITNESSES:
NAME: SATTERFIELD, TANNER B.
Name Number: 121861
Race: W Sex: M
Address: 5003 ELIZABETH AVE, CHUBBUCK, ID 83202
Home Phone: (208)237-8313
work Phone: (208)847-5290
SUSPECTS:
NAME: COLVIN, THOMAS C.
Race: U Sex: M
Height: 5 I 09 11 Weight: 140 Hair: BRO Eyes: BRO
Address: 685 DIXON RD, BANNOCK COUNTY, ID
work Telephone:
Home Telephone: (208)201-4810

Name Number: 303216

WANTED PERSONS:
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Bannock County Sheriff's Office
Detail Incident Report
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Incident#: 16-P01773
NAME: COLVIN, THOMAS C.
Race: U Sex: M
Height: 5 1 09 11 W
Eyes:
Address: 685 DIXON RD, BANNOCK COUNTY, ID
Work Telephone:
Home Telephone: (208)201-4810

Name Number: 303216

NARRATIVE:
OFFICER:

WALL #5278

DICTATED:

01/27/16@ 0433 HOURS

INVESTIGATIVE TIME:
1 HOUR
LAW INCIDENT#:
16-P01773
STENO INITIALS:
MIT
DATE & TIME
TRANSCRIBED:
01/27/16@ 0824 HOURS
3A-DOMESTIC VIOLENCE INVESTIGATION NARRATIVE:
1.

BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF INCIDENT:

On 01/26/16, at approximately 2333 hours, Officer J WEINHEIMER, Officer BOWMAN,
Officer CATES, and I responded to 950 Willow for the report of a disturbance
between AMANDA MOTLEY and THOMAS COLVIN. I contacted MOTLEY, who said that she
had been sleeping when her boyfriend, COLVIN, who she resides with, woke up her
and started battering her. MOTLEY'S left eye was swollen shut, and there was
blood covering her clothes, face, and arms. MOTLEY said COLVIN had hit her on
the face and back, attempted to strangle her, and threw her across the room.
I located COLVIN in the guest bedroom where the disturbance had taken place.
MOTLEY gave Officer J WEINHEIMER the key for the bedroom, as the door was
locked, and gave officers permission to enter the room. We entered the room
while MOTLEY stayed outside. I contacted COLVIN. Several items in the room were
. knocked over, including a heater and a chair, and there was blood on the chair,
blankets, and the back of the door. COLVIN was arrested for Domestic Battery and
transported to the Bannock County Jail. While en route to the Bannock County
Jail and without being questioned, COLVIN voluntarily admitted that what he had
done was wrong.
2.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PARTIES:

AMANDA MOTLEY and THOMAS COLVIN are involved in a romantic relationship and
cohabitate.
3.

WEAPONS OR FORCE USED :

Personal weapons were used during this·incident.
4.

VICTIMS INJURIES, MEDICAL TREATMENT GIVEN:

AMANDA MOTLEY 1 S left eye was swollen shut. She had several red marks on her
face, as well as blood. There was one small mark on the right side of MOTLEY 1 S
back, and there was a bruise on the right side of MOTLEY 1 S jaw bone. There was
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Case History
Cases for:

Colvin, Thomas Cruz
Bannock

3 Cases Found.
State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
Next hearing scheduled: 02/10/2016 1:30 PM

Case: CR-2016-0001401-MD Magistrate Judge: TChl omk as W
Amdount$o;oo Pending
ue:
- ar
Charges: Violation Date Charge
Citation Degree
Disposition
01/26/2016 I18-918(3)(b)
9313906 Misdemeanor
{M} BatteryDomestic Violence
Without Traumatic
Injury Against a
Household
Member
Officer: Pocatello
Police,, 3000
~:~~~:s: Dat_e/Tim; Judge

02/10/2016 Th
W Cla k
1:30 PM
omas
r_

Hearing Type
Domestic Battery Pretrial

Ronald Martin vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin, etal.
.
Other
Thomas
Closed
Case:CV-2015-0003707-0C Magistrate Flied: 10/28/2015 Subtype: Claims Judge: W Clark Status: 1110912015
Defendants:Colvin, Thomas Cruz Motely, Amanda
Plaintiffs: Martin, Ronald

Disposition: Date

Judgment Disposition Disposition Parties
Type
Date
Type

In
Favor

Of

Colvin, Thomas Cruz
(Defendant), Martin, Plaintiff
Ronald (Plaintiff)
246,00

11/09/2015 Eviction
Comment:

State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
No hearings scheduled

Case: CR-2007-0001538-MD Magistrate Judge:
Charges: Violation Date Charge
Citation
01/17/2007 COOCP Out Of
County
Probation
Officer:
Bannoc·k
Probation,,
9600
Probation: Type:Supervlsed
Term: 18 months
To be completed by:
07/17/2008
·Probation completed
on:07/17/2008
Probation completed

Amount$0.00 Closed
due:
Disposition
Misdemeanor Finding: Other
Other
Finding: Probation
Fees Only
Disposition
date: 01/17/2007
Fines/fees: $645.00

Magistrate
Court Clerk
Degree

Connection: Secure
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Case History
Cases for:

Colvin, Thomas C
Bingham

2 Cases Found.
Camas Street Apartments vs. Amanda Marie Motley, etal.
Case:CV-2014-0001525Magistrate

0th
Filed: 08/21/~014 Su.btype: Clai:s

Scott
Closed
Judge: ~~nsen Status: 0910212014

Defendants:Colvin, Thomas C Motley, Amanda Marie
Plaintiffs:Camas Street Apartments

Disposition: Date

·Judgment Disposition Disposition Parties
Date
Type
. ·'Ty_pe

In
Favor
Of

Motley, Amanda
Marie (Defendant),
Colvin, Thomas C
Plaintiff
(Defendant), Camas
Street Apartments
(Plaintiff)
$250.00

09/02/2014 Eviction

·comment:

State of Idaho vs. Thomas C Colvin
No hearings scheduled

Case: CR-2014-0005275 Magistrate Judge:

::::rw.

A~~~~t$0,00

Closed

Charges: Violatlon Date Charge
Citation Degree
Disposition
08/09/2014118-918(4)·{M} 77907 Misdemeanor
Domestic
Finding: Dismissed
Battery or
on Motion of Assault
Enhancement-In
Prosecutor
The Presence of
Disposition
a Child
date: 09/22/2014
Fines/fees: $150.00
Officer:
Mosbrucker,
Jeff, 2000

Connection: Secure
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Idaho Reposit9ry - Case History Page

https://www.idcourtsc-)pository/caseHistory.do?schema=BONN...

Case History
Cases for:

Colvin, Thomas Cruz ( for Colvin, Thomas Cruz)
Bonneville
6 Cases Found.

State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
No hearings scheduled
. .
.
Magistrate
Amount
Case: .CR-2008-0004292-IN Magistrate Judge: Court Clerks
Closed
due:· $0.00
destroyed
Charges: Violatio·n Date Charge
Citation
Degree
Disposition
03/28/2008149-801 Traffic Control
Infraction Finding: Guilty
103427
Devices-fail To Obey
Disposition
Officer: 56, Knoelk, Ken,
date: 05/12/2008
IFPD
Fines/fees: $75.00

State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
No hearings scheduled
.
L. Mark
Amount
due: $0.00
t;ase: CR-2006-0021720-MD Magistrate Judge: Riddoch
scanned
Charges: Violation Date Charge
Citation
12/11/2006 IlB-6711 {M}
84719
Telephone-use Of To
Terrify/harass False
Statement
Officer: Chrlstopherson,
Kyle 16, IFPD
Probation: Type:Supervised Term: 18 months
To be completed by: 07/17/2008
Probation completed on:
07/17/2008 Probation completed

Degree
Disposition
Misdemeanor Finding: Guilty
Disposition
· date: 01/17/2007
Fines/fees: $222.50
Jail: 90 days
Discretionary: 90 days

State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
No hearings scheduled Magistrate
Amount
Case: CR-2005-0007655-IN Magistrate Judge: Court Clerks
due: $0.00
Destroyed
Charges: Violation Date Charge

Citation
04/15/2005 149-654(2) Speed-exceed 61294
Maximum Speed Limit
Officer: Guymon, Brent 79,
IFPD

Closed

Closed

Degree
Disposltion
Infraction Finding: Guilty
Disposition
date: 05/16/2005
Fines/fees: $53.00

In The Interest Of Thomas Cruz Colvin
No hearings scheduled
Case: JV-2003-0000173

Magistrate Judge: Jerry Meyers

BOX JV-03-03 - NOT IMAGED
Charges: Violation Date Charge.
03/18/2003 118-2407(2) J"heft-petit
Officer: Franco, Frank ·
352, BCSO

Probation:

Citation

Amount$0.00
due:

Closed

Degree
Disposition
Misdemeanor Finding: True
Disposition
date: 04/24/2003
.Fines/fees: $20.00
Jail: 90 days

Type:Supervised Term: 1 year
To be completed by: 04/24/2004
Probation completed on:
04/24/2004 Probation completed
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Case: JV-1998-0000302

In The Interest Of Thomas Cruz Colvin
No hearings scheduled
M I t t J d . Mildred R.
Amount$ 0 00
ag s ra e u ge. McClure
due:
•

(Case Sealed}
GROUP_LEVEL - asmith
BOX JV-95-26 - NOT IMAGED
Charges: Violation Date Charge

Citation

03/09/1998 !18-2407(2) Theft-petit

Closed

Degree
Disposition
Misdemeanor Finding: Dismissed By ·
Court
Disposition
date: 03/18/1998,
Fines/fees: $0.00

In The· Interest Of Thomas Cruz Colvin
Case: JV-1997-0001139

No hearings scheduled
M . t t J d
Mildred R.
Amount$O 00
agis ra e u ge: McClure
due:
•

(Case Sealed)
GROUP_LEVEL - asmlth
BOX JV-95-26 - NOT IMAGED
Charges: Violation Date Charge

Citation

09/30/1997 !18-903 Battery

Closed

Degree
Disposition
Misdemeanor Finding: Dismissed By
Prosecutor
Disposition
date: 10/27/1997
Fines/fees: $0,00

Connection: Secure
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_..,, ......., ....... ,

Magistrate ~ivision 'ii', r
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.
vs.

.

··-1.iI~: . :i·(·::··;::;::.~;,·n\(

)
)
)

Thomas Cruz Colvin
950Willow
Pocatello, ID 83201

)

ARRAIGNMENT ORDER

)

Case No: CR-2016-0002152-FE

)

ORDER TO ATTEND PRELIMINARY HEARING

)

)

Defendant.

)
)

DOB:
DlorSSN:

____

____ )

NOTICE IS GIVEN that the above-entitled case is set for:
Preliminary Hearing
Judge:
Courtroom:

Monday, February 29, 2016 01:30 PM
Thomas W Clark
Room 315, Third Floor

The defendant in this case appeared for initial appearance on this date and was informed of the
char e(s) filed against him/her and was advised of his/her constitutional rights.
on request and application for an attorney, the Public Defender's office was appointed to
represent the defendant. Reimbursement for the services of the Public Defender, if any, will be
determined at the conclusion of the case. The defendant is ordered, as a-condition of release, to
contact the Public Defender's office at (208) 236-7040 as listed below and to provide that office with a
valid mailing address and telephone number. If the defendant's address or telephone number changes
he/she shall immediately notify the court and the public defender's office in writing.the defendant is
also ordered, as a condition of release, to remain in contact with the Public Defender's office at all times
until the end of this case. Failure to maintain contact with the public defender may result in a warrant
for the defendant's arrest.

Meet with your Public Defender on TUesday,

~

-,¥

at 2:30 p.m.

Other conditions of release: Whether released on your own recognizance, or to Court Services Pretrial

Release, or after posting bond the Court ORDERS you to comply with the following conditions of release:
-You shall appear for all court ordered hearings unless excused by the court in writing.
-You shall not appear for court with any amount of alcohol or illegal drugs in your system.
-You shall not violate any Domestic Violence or Criminal No Contact order.

ARRAIGNMENT PRETRIAL ORDER
ORDER TO ATTEND PRELIMINARY HEARING

Page 1
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Failure to comply with these conditions of may result in the immediate revocation of your pretrial
release and/or a warrant for your arrest.
Bond was set in the amount of:

0

$_____

Bond previously posted is continued.

~ h e defendant was released on their own recognizance.

D

Upon release from jail the defendant is to be supervised by Court Services.

~ No Contact Order issued.

DATED: Wednesday. February 10, 2016
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

By:

Private Counsel:

Randall D Schulthies Bannock County P ~ Defen
Mailed

Prosecutor:

Brian Trammell
Mailed

Officer:

Defendant:

r

Hand D e l i v e r e ~
.

~

Hand Delivere~

Prosecutor Bannock County Other Agency

I acknowledge I received this Arraignment Pretrial Order and Order to Attend pretrial on
this Wednesday, February 10. 2016.

ARRAIGNMENT PRETRIAL ORDER
ORDER TO ATTEND PRELIMINARY HEARING

Page2
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PLEASE PRINT

_5_Lq-[S-4Z~73 > __ .,.~c)[s1')(o

Co\J® ~ -

fl'fS~b

~mne .

~ilinfa~. dd::=:\
City

Slate ·

Marital Status

7~%3~~jn_; !~ 5z0-<PW1-91
0

Physical.Address.

~_......-........
~~0.~!b:......-]........,::.._.~.--1.,.6,,@=&.tJc

:

- .- -·

Zip

Work Plione

_ S~ngie ("

Number Dependant Children
·

.

· Ho_u,i~ Phone

~- ·.._ ax;:.: 52£)-G b t:./7
Message/Cell Phone·

·. _.Married

q · - ·s~paiated D·

TI·.:· chil~-~uppart Pafeients Monthly$_,___
·· · ./fhild·s·up~mt"Rec~tvef~vf~_nthly $_-_ _

-. EMPLOY:MENT .

Dbbfl~ -l~d: (r~
.' .
. .P~~ne

· Narpe of Spouse's Eniploye:( ,

Name of Emp~?R" _ · · _-

~-kllo '=w ... -p cpl
qi 'X _. State - · . Zip
c:tcJ~ts
.LO -:-2.s= -

· Ph.one
.

.City.

,

..' · ..

: State

. Zip_

Starl Date End Date Hours per week

StartDate ·. -End-Date

$..){__per mo~th at $ c(

$_·_ _-_....ler month at $_._____,_per hour

pet Hour

Hours: per week

. FiNANCIAL.

~ .E~p~ah: if Ot~er. (ccJ'{

Your Ho~e-Re1~t D O~vn OOther
Equity in Home/Properties$ 0 .
Namc of Financial Institutioll(s)

0

Balance in Chccldng-$ · . Q
Olher Assets$
0

·

.

OTHER INCOMES:
$
A.F.D.C.·
$
Sacial S ccurity
.$
S.S.I./S.S.D.
$
Unemployment
V cterans B e11efits - $

Rctirem ent/Pcnsio n .$
(Student Loans
. Inheritance per Capita$
$
Lease 1vfoney
$_
Other

{)
C)

(')

D

C)

.o

O·

·t)

(J.)~t-1_'\. ~{'e~-js,

Eqmty m Veh1cles$_---"c)~------

·

·

__
.· _·___

BE'J-ancein-Sa_yi:ngs$_ _~ - - - - .,---.~-~-~-~-. · ·$
.

'

MONTIILY EXPENSES~
Rent/Mortgage
Vehicle ·Payments
Food/Utilities
· Auto Insurance
Student Loans
Credit Cards

. Medical
Other .

$

$·

$
$
$

$
$
$

0

c)
0
0
c)
D
0

C>

-0
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IN"THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH ..JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff

Citation#

c) Q/l,; -df frcJ.. ,::-[,

Agency: D Sheriff 12\f'Poeatello D Chubbuck
0ISP 0th. . - - - - - - NO CONTACT ORDER fNCO)
IDAHO CRIMINAL RULE46.:Z

~]j

f"""'w)

YOU HAVE BEEN CHAROED. VtlTHVIOLATiNO THE FOLLOW.ING IDAHO CODE SECTION(S):
-<
D 18°901 Ai;sault
D 18°903 Batte-a: 0 39-631.2 Violation of Prote-e~on Ordttn
~8-918 Domeslie Assaul!: o,· Balt.e1y
D 18-790S Stalking a Olher
~~ /

,cc:;,

I

against
'~~
ADDRE.<JS
. 1&:0 tut(J/ m... I &M:= t fit&-= ~
(muGt have :2 identi.Sers for lLETS entry), the ALLEOED VICTIM:

A~

.

=;:; ·n
~ri . ,,_

the Alleged Victim: DO
(, So;, __. PHONE
·
:::?
.
i···n i

'. DLN

!

:P.

... :'

··, ·: , -,

·

·
-=(") ·:~:> ·
THiS .COURT, havin9 :Pet'Soual and subjectmatterjtuitidiclion. llBID'f 2BDBP TUAI you, THI fDNDlir. ,6RETO HAVE NO
CONTACT DIRECTLY ORIDDIRECTLY WITH THE.ALLEGD VICTIM. Do ilotknowingly &1(i4 comflh1.~ica~1n any.way orby any.
means (including another person); nor'haraH or otherwise make, attempt to make, contact with the victim(s)I Do n&t knowingly go, or remein,
within 300 yards: of the alleged victim's person, property, residenca, wodcp!ace or school.

you

our

IF
RESIDE WITH THE ALLEGED VICTIM THEN ·rou ARE HEREBY ORDERED
or THI RESIDENCE, you must contact: an
appropria~ law enforcement agency for an officer to accompany you while you remove any necetsu personal belonging,, including any tools
required for your work., The agency will schedule the remov_al .o £these items within 48 hours of contact, if at all possible. If disputed, the officerlMil
make apreliminary determinalion as to what are nectsG&l')'Pfflonal belongin,a. and in addition. may restrict or reschedule the ti.me spent on the
premi,es..
·
VIOLATiON OF THiS ORDER 18 A SEPARATE CRIME UNDER. Idaho Code i3-t20 for which no bail will be 11etuntilyou appearbefore a
judge. ltis subjecUo a penalty ofup to ONE.YEAR.IN JAIL and up to a Sl,000 FJNE. QNLY AJUDGB CAN MODIFY THIS ORDER. A3m
cimviction forvfolaliori oh.no c~ntect order within :five (5) 7ea.•1ds !&felony ad is p'l!lishab!e by dne n':>t e.~ceeding $5,0C!!! t'r !mpri;;uninentinlhe
state prison not to exceed five yeai·11 01· both.

When more than one domestic violence protection orderisin place, the mostrestrictiveprovisionwill control any con:Oicling terms of any othercivil
or criminal proteclion order. {ICR 46.2(c)}
·

Thi& order may subject you to Federal prosecution under 1& U.S. Code § fU if you poHetfl, receive-, or 11ansport a iireann,
A copy of this Order shall immediately be sent to the appropriate law enforcement agency of the originating citation or charge. THE ORDER
SHALL BE ·E1'1TERED INTO THE IDAHO LAW ENFORCEMENT TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM.

16 ""'-..

TERMINATION: Unless otherwise modilied, terminated or extended by the court; the NCO will remain in effect until I l ::S!) pm on the
- ·
_ day
or20IZ.. _ _ .
_.
.

'1 'li.£9

Other special eonditlonin - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " ' - - - - - - - - - - - -

IT IS SO ORDERED this . / (J.µ.. day of_-.J,_,.-_~-----~-........._--,,----• -"JO

fr.

i

I
/"

- ~ ~ .

Judge

~ :
RECEIPT BY DEFENDANT,/ ·

I ACiO.'IOWL.IWOE that i have rerui/rec!!iveci this order. Di&il'ENDANT s i p a l u r , ! ; ' . ' . ~ "
PERSONAL QRVICE

l canif;, lh8' I receive4 lid, NCO and ....... it •• !ho ""··· ....., irulhi;lt,,i..

:;;;,_ho& V

om,~?f') 'rJok--.. ··Badse..!.:______

~= Cu Arr

.

Date entered into lLETS

10 _ _ by

(!... ;) ;<J8

-+fJ____.J...__r._ _ __

·

·

·

; Date removed _ _ _ _ , l O_

Return Yeliow Copy to Court Services when removed from ILETS.
WHITE/Couns

em

YELLOW/iLETS then Coun Services•

PrtU'.:,'CounSemce11

GOLDII) efendllt'lt
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RANDALL D. SCHULTHIES
Chief Public Defender
P. O. Box 4147
Pocatello, Idaho 83205
(208) 236-7040
J, SCOTT ANDREW

Deputy Public Defender
I.S.B. #4824
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

v.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2016-2152-FE

MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE

------=D=e=fe=n=d=an=t=->--,_ _ _ _ _ _ )
COMES NOW Thomas Cruz Colvin, Defendant in the above entitled matter, acting
by and through his attorney, J. Scott Andrew, Deputy Public Defender, and moves the Court
for an Order disqualifying the presiding Judge, The Honorable Thomas W. Clark, in this
case, under Idaho Criminal Rule 25, which allows for a seven day period to disqualify the
judge appointed without cause. This Motion is not made to hinder, delay or obstruct the
administration of justice.

DATED this JO~ day ofFebruary, 2016

9'3@&.~:)
J, Scott Andrew

Deputy Public Defender

24 of 134
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()
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

/ o""'-- day of February, 2016, I served a true and

correct copy of the MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE to the Bannock County
Prosecutor, by hand-delivery to the prosecutor's in-box in Room 220 of the Bannock County
Courthouse, Pocatello, Idaho.

~s~~-.;

J. Scott Andrew
Deputy Public Defender

--'\
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RANDALL D. SCHULTHIES

2016 FEB 12 AN 11: 21

Chief Public Defender
P.O. Box 4147

Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4147
(208) 236-7040
J, SCOTT ANDREW
Deputy Public Defender
I.S.B. #4824

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

v.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2016-2152-FE

ORDER DISQUALIFYING JUDGE

-----=D"""'e=fe=n=da=n=t•....___ _ _ _ )

Based on the Motion to Disqualify, timely filed, according to Idaho Criminal Rule
25:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable Thomas W. Clark is disqualified

RICK CARNAROU
and the Honorable
DATED this

is appointed as judge in this matter.

\I)_ day of February, 2016
Thomas W. Clark
Magistrate Judge

cc:

Bannock County Prosecutor
J. Scott Andrew
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n
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.

Sixth Judicial District Court, State of Idaho
In and For the County of Banno()
' ·
624 E. Center
· '
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
)

)

vs.

}
}
)

Thomas Cruz Colvin
950 Willow
Pocatello, ID 83201

)
)
)
)
)

DOB:

:::::o;::::0215af~a;'\!~
,:S">

}
)

DL:

., >. ,,-')

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:
Preliminary Hearing Wednesday, March 02, 2016 01 :30 PM
Judge:
Rick Carnaroli
Courtroom:
Room #114, First Floor
Failure to appear may result in a warrant being issu·ed for your arrest.
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and
on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date Tuesday,
February 16, 2016.
Defendant:

Thomas Cruz Colvin

Private Counsel:

Mailed-+--

Hand Delivered

Mailed _ _

Hand Delivered£

Mailed__

Hand Delivered~

Randall D Schulthies
Bannock County Public Defender
141 N 6th
Pocatello ID 83201
Prosecutor:

Brian Trammell

Dated: Tuesday. February 16, 2016
Robert Poleki
/
Clerk Of The District Co~

17

~

By:

L/

Deputy Clerk

Defendant Signature

Phone#
D0C22 7/96
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~RANDALL D. SCHULTHIES
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Bannock County
Chief Public Defender
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4147
(208) 236-7040

KENT V. REYNOLDS
Assistant Chief Deputy Public Defender
ISB 3739
IN THE DISTRICT .COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Defendant.

TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-2016-02152-FE
FIRST DISCOVERY MOTION

)
Brian Trammell, Deputy Bannock County Prosecutor, Bannock County Courthouse,
Pocatello, Idaho 83205

Comes now the Defendant, Thomas Cruz Colvin, by and through his attorney ofrecord, Kent
V. Reynolds, Assistant Chief Deputy Public Defender, and pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Criminal
Rules submits the following requests for discovery:
1.

Defendant requests that the Prosecutor disclose to defense counsel all material or

information specified for automatic disclosure within the prosecutor's possession or control, or which
thereafter comes within the prosecutor's possession or control, including material or information
within the possession or control of the prosecutor's staff and/or others who have participated in the

First Discovery Motion
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investigation or evaluation ofthis case who either regularly report, or with reference to this case have
reported, to the office of the prosecutor. The items specified for automatic disclosure include the
following:

2.

a.

All evidence which tends to negate the guilt of the accused in this offense.

b.

All evidence which would tend to reduce the punishment in this case.

Defendant provides this written request that the prosecutor disclose the following

information, evidence and material to defense counsel:
a.

Any and all relevant statements of the defendant, written or recorded, and

the substance of any statement, written or oral, made by the defendant, made either before or after
the defendant's arrest, to peace officer, prosecuting attorney, or the prosecuting attorney's agent, or
to any witness the state intends to call in this case.
b.

Any and all statements, either written or recorded or both, of a co-defendant

or co-conspirator in this case, made either before or after arrest in response to any questioning,
detention and/or interrogation or contact by any peace officer or law enforcement agency,
probation/parole officer, prosecuting attorney, or the prosecuting attorney's agent or otherwise.
c. Please provide a copy of the defendant's prior criminal record.
d. Please list books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects, buildings,
or places, or copies or portions thereof, which are in the possession, custody or control of the
prosecuting attorney, or to which the Prosecuting Attorney has access, or are intended for use for
evidence at trial, or obtained from the Defendant.
e.

To permit the Defendant to inspect. copy or photograph books, papers,

documents, photographs, tangible objects, buildings, places or copies or portions thereof which are
First Discovery Motion
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C)
in the possession, control or custody of the Prosecuting Attorney, or to which the Prosecuting
Attorney has access, or are intended for use by the Prosecuting Attorney as evidence a trial, or
obtained from the Defendant.
f.

Please provide a list of and permit the defendant to inspect, copy or

photograph the results or reports of any physical or mental examinations, scientific tests or
experiments made in connection with this case, or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or
control of the prosecuting attorney or any law enforcement agency, the existence of which is known
or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence.
g.

Please furnish to the defendant a written list of the names, addresses,

telephone/cell phone number and the identity ofthe telephone/cell phone service provider or carrier,
i.e. Alltel, Verizon, etc., and the contact information of the telephone/cell phone service provider or
carrier for all persons having knowledge ofrelevant facts who may be called by the state as witnesses
at the trial, together with any record of prior felony convictions, which is within the knowledge of
the prosecuting attorney after exercising due diligence, and a copy of statements made by the
prosecution's witnesses.
h.

Please furnish any and all statements made by prosecution witnesses or

prospective prosecution witnesses to the prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agents
or to any official involved in the investigatory process of this case.

i.

Please furnish a written summary or report of any testimony that the

Prosecuting Attorney intends to introduce which includes the expert witness's opinions, the facts and
data for those opinions, and the expert witness's qualifications pursuant to Rules 702, 703 or 705
of the Idaho Rules of Evidence.

First Discovery Motion
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•

()
Please furnish to the defendant any reports, field notes and/or memoranda in

J.

possession of the prosecuting attorney or any law enforcement agency or person which were made
by a police officer or investigator or probation/parole officer in connection with the investigation or
prosecution of the case.
Any and all statements from conversations between the Defendant and any

k.

third person, which may have been intercepted through telephone monitoring, visitation monitoring,
or any other means, during any time that the Defendant was incarcerated at the Bannock County Jail,
or any other detention facility.
l.

Any and all evidence intended to be introduced at the preliminary hearing and

or trial in this matter.
m.

Copies of and any results from any type of photographic lineup associated

n.

Copies of any and all search warrants, affidavits in support of search warrants,

with this case.

and return on search warrants including audio or video recordings regarding the execution of the
warrant associated with this case.
Defendant further provides notice that the State, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Criminal
Rules, has a continuing duty to supplement discovery responses and has a duty to exercise due
diligence in the gathering and discovering of the evidence requested.
Dated this / ~day of February, 2016.

First Discovery Motion
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C)
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

a

day ofFebruary, 2016, I served a true and correct

copy of the FIRST DISCOVERY MOTION upon the parties below as follows:
Bannock County
Prosecuting Attorney
Prosecutor's in-box, Room 220
Courthouse
Pocatello, Idaho 83205

[x]
[]
[]
[]

Hand Deliver
First Class Mail
Certified Mail Bannock County
Facsimile

Deputy Public

First Discovery Motion
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()
Speaker
Time
2:07:29 PM /crt

l

COURTROOM114

Note
jcr-16-1122-FE State v Randall Goodwin da- Randy Schulthies
/state-Mastthew Kerbs preliminary hearing
!receives waiver and reviews with dfdt
.........

2:08:00 PM icrt
........................................... :..................................................... ;........................................................,-.......................................................................................................................................................... .
2:08:09 PM ldfdt
···········································:
.....................................................;iwaives
...............................................................................-.........._,._...........-.....................................". .•·.•· .............. .. ..,g,.., ......'(,
,.,·;.......·.
2:08:56 PM !crt
/accepts waiver; dfdt bound over to district court
~
er
. '1_ ...
........................................... ······················································ ........................................................................--..······--.................................................................................. ·............... ::S.··················

. .~:.9. ~.:.~.~. !:~. i.~~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !.i..~..~:.~:.~~·····················-..............- ..........- ......._....- .........................................................C!•~... . . . . . . ~. . . . .:. . ~. ~ TI

lcr-16-2572-FE_State v.Mi.chael Lo~w state- Brian Tr '.,.mell ~- . ::-i~~
\
lRandy Schulth1es preliminary hea,rng
~·
·
_..· ri~
..................................................................................................;................................................._...........................................................................................................................-<: .................irio ............. :····1
2:09:34 PM lcrt

~

2:10:07 PM icrt
!receives wavier and reviews with dfdt
·
-::,:. · .•~
...................................................................................................................................................- ...............- ..······-············....................................................................... Cl ................................... .7
2: 10:36 PM jdfdt
!waives
Wt.
r:?
:.;;~
...... ·····································•·····················································•···················································--··············-..·······-..······"··"··-.......................................................... ·········-;:o· ································· .\.,.;,
2:10:44 PM \crt
\accepts waiverdfdt bound over to districit court
'-i,r
I')
....................................................................................................................................................................._ ........................................................................................................ ·........ .............. &". ....... 1
...2:1.1. :47_.PMjcrt ...........................................Jin..recess ....................................................- ................................- ............................................. :: ..-,.c ... ·...................................
2:11 :49 PM jcrt
jcr-16-248-FE State v Michael Borchert state- Brian Trammell da\Brad Willis preliminary hearing
i
2:12:19 PM jda
Jstate agrees to dismiss this case and dfdt will plead to other felony
2:12:41 PM !state
2:13:13 PM Jcrt
2:13:24 PM !crt
2:13:44 PM fcrt
\
2:14:01 PM icrt
2:14:49 PM icrt
···2:·1·5:45 PM.icrt
2:16:35 PM icrt

!

fmoves to dismiss
rdismissed w/o prejudice
Iin recess
{cr-16-2152-FE State v Thomas Colvin state- Brian Trammell da\ScottAndrew prelim
/receives waiver and reviews with dfdt
Jaccepts waiver; bound over
\in recess · ···
.........
............................
icr-16-2578-FE State v Ross Petri-Proulx state- JaNiece Price da!Dave Martinez

.. 2:1.7:02 ..PMjcrt ............................................lreceives.waiver..and .. reviews.with ..dfdt ................................................................................................
2:17:31 PM jdfdt
jwaives
2:17:56 PM !crt
iaccepts waiver; dfdt bound over to district court
2:18:32 PM icrt
lin recess
2:18:58 PM !crt
!cr-16-2298-FE State v Christopher Strength state- JaNiece Price
!
!da- Dave Martinez preliminary hearing
2:19:27 PM icrt
ireceives waiver and reviews with dfdt
2: 19: 54 PM icrt
jaccepts waiver dfdt bound over to district court
2:20:09 PM jda
/agree to OR to court services
2:20:53 PM icrt
hn recess
2:21:30 PM icrt
icr-16-1892-FE State v Taylor Harris state- Janiece Price dai
!Shane Reichert preliminary hearing
2:22:10 PM Jda
!moves to continue
2:22:28 PM Jstate
Ino objection
.................................................................................................-(>,, .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
2:22:31 PM jcrt
!cont. to 3/16/16
2:22:53 PM jcrt
!in recess
.......................................... ,Q-.............................................................. , .................................................................... -

3/2/2016

............................. - ............................... _.. ......................................................................... ..
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
<l <'P
~ \t·J1:-.
·.
QUESTIONAIRE .
<I>. ~-"' . -~i~')~
.

.

.·

.';,J-

.·

,~ . A

,re:_.,
1Z-

1.

· .?(c..

2.
3.

"1C.-

4.

1L

5.
6.

f e_.,.--·

./ c.. . 7.

. '1c . 8.

>/

c~·:

READ EACHOF THE FOLLOWING EIGHT (8) STATEMENTS
>LLY;~
INITIAL EACH STATEMENT ONLY IF YOU FEEL THAT YOU UND .· 7,;"' .
THE STATEMENT.
.
- ·,,_;.

~.

....

""I"

t..

'.<(>..

-~i<)

.
~

t

omplaint charging you with the~\,e(s)
of:
~c... I
r
-~7::"~
You have the right to a Preliminary aring on each charge.
'..\
At the Preliminary Hearing, the State must present evidence which shows
That a crime has been committed and that there is probable cause to
believe that you committ;ed the crime.
If the State is able to show that you probably committed the crime, you
will be required to appear in District Court and enter a plea to the charge
against you.
You may waive (give up) your right to a Preliminary Hearing.
If you waive your Preliminary Hearing, you will be required to appear in
District Court to enter a plea .to the charge against you.
By waiving the right to a Preliminary Hearing, you DO NOT.admit that
you are guilty.
· ·
By waiving the right to a. Preliminary Hearing, you DO NOT WAIVE
ANY OTHER RIGHT which you have.
.
.

~

. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
DATE:

Do you read ~ understand the English
.....-C=.)""-~~~~~~~
language?~_.~
Have you discussed all the facts at1d circumstances of your case with your
attorney?
Do you have any questions regarding the way in which your attorney has
handled your case? A)o
..
Do you wish to waive your right to a Preliminary Hearing? Yes
Has anyone promised you anything or threatened you in any way to get you to
waive your right to a Preliminary Hearing?__t0~(---...c:,
__________,
Has your attorney fully discussed· this questionnaire with you? · ·
S
Do you feel that you fully understand all statements an:d questions in this
questionnaJre?

'ties

us

. .

· .·

.

'he

··

_'.3>--""2_-/(_

~~-~

. ~RNEYFoR DEFENDANT
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SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT STATE OF IDAHO~~
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
Q.
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.

vs.
Thomas Cruz Colvin
950 Willow
Pocatello, ID 83201

Case No: CR-2016-0002152-FE

)
)
)
)
)

Defendant.
DOB:
DL or SSN:

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
WAIVING PRELIMINARY HEARING

)
)
)

The above-entitled matter was before the court on Wednesday, March 02, 2016 for Preliminary
Hearing on the charge(s) of DOMESTIC BATTERY, IC 18-903 and 18-918(2}(a}. The Honorable
Rick Carnaroli presided. The State was represented by Brian Trammell. The Defendant appeared
in person and through counsel, J. Scott Andrew.
The Defendant requested the Court's permission to WAIVE THE PRELIMINARY HEARING. The
Court questioned the Defendant about his/her right to have the preliminary hearing at this time and
place, his/her understanding of the charge(s) and the proceedings, and the voluntariness of the
decision to waive the preliminary hearing. The Defendant submitted a signed questionnaire
indicating his/her understanding of the right to a preliminary hearing. The Court, being satisfied the
Defendant has made a knowing, voluntary and intelligent decision based upon the facts and
circumstances of this case, allowed the Defendant to WAIVE his/her preliminary hearing.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Defendant is bound over to the District Court and held to
answer to the charge(s) listed above.

Bond status: The Defendant is Released O.R.
The Court ORDERED the Defendant to stay in contact with his/her attorney and attend all future

coLUt proceedings.
IT IS SO ORDERED this Wednesday, March

~

~a~
RICK CARNAROLI
MAGISTRATE JUDGE

1.

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER WAIVING PRELIMINARY HEARING 88112004
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)

I certify that on Wednesday, March 02, 2016 I served a true and correct copy of the
foregoing Minute Entry and Order Waiving Preliminary Hearing on the person(s} listed below
by hand delivery or mail with correct postage.

J. Scott Andrew

Brian Trammell

Bannock County Public Defender
141 N 6th
Pocatello, ID 83201
Pocatello ID 83201

Robert Poleki
Clerk Of The District Court

By:_ru_·
----Deputy Clerk

2.
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STEPHEN F. HERZOG
BANNOCK COUNTY PROSECUTOR
P.O. BOX P
. POCATELLO, IDAHO 83205
Telephone: (208) 236-7280

! J•.•."\··

... "J{("j

BRIAN D. TRAMMELL, ISB #9213
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)

)
)
)
)"
)
)
,)

CASE NO. CR-2016-2152-FE
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S
INFORMATION

STEPHEN F. HERZOG, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for Bannock County, State
of Idaho, who, in the name and by the authority of said State prosecutes in its behalf, in
proper person comes into said District Court in the County of Bannock, State of Idaho, on
the

i___ day of March, 2016, and gives the Court to understand and be informed that

THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN is accused by this information of the crime of DOMESTIC
BATIERY, Idaho Code §18-903 and §18-918(2)(a), (punishable up to 10 years in
prison and/or $10,000 fine), committed as follows, to-wit:

That the said THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN, in the County of Bannock, State of
Idaho, on or about the 26th day of January, 2016, did inflict a traumatic injury upon
another household member, Amanda Motley, by hitting her on the face and back several
times, attempted to strangle her and by throwing her across the room.

PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S INFORMATION Page 1
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All of which is contrary to the form of the statute in such case in said State
made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.

STEPHEN F. HERZOG
Prosecuting Attorney
Bannock County, Idaho

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF BANNOCK

)
) ss.
)

I, ROBERT POLEKI, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District,
in and for the County of Bannock, State of Idaho, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a
true and correct copy of the original information filed in my office on the _ _ day of

-------

I

2015,

Clerk

Deputy

PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S INFORMATION Page 2
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STEPHEN F. HERZOG
BANNOCK COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
P.O. Box P
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-0050
(208) 236-7280
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BRIAN D. TRAMMELL, ISB #9213
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,

)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-2016~2152-FE

-e,

RESPONSE TO REQUEST
FOR DISCOVERY

)
)
)

______________
Defendant.

TO:

)

KENT V. REYNOLDS, Public Defenders Office, Pocatello, Idaho, Attorney for the
Defendant.
COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through STEPHEN F. HERZOG,

Bannock County Prosecutor, in and for the County of Bannock, Idaho, and responds to
Defendant's Request for Discovery as follows:
REQUEST NO. 1: Defendant requests that the Prosecutor disclose to defense
counsel all material or information specified for automatic disclosure within the
prosecutor's possession or control, or which thereafter comes within the prosecutor's
possession or control, including material or information within the possession or control of
the prosecutor's staff and/or others who have participated in the investigation or
evaluation of this case who either regularly report, or with reference to this case have
reported, to the office of the prosecutor. The items specified for automatic disclosure
include the following:
RESPONSE - Page 1
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C)

a. All evidence which tends to negate the guilt of the accused in this
offense.
RESPONSE NO. 1a: None known at this time.

b. All evidence which would tend to reduce the punishment in this case.
RESPONSE NO. 1b: None known at this time.

REQUEST NO. 2: Defendant provides this written request that the prosecutor
disclose the following information, evidence and material to defense counsel:
a. Any and all statements of the defendant, written or recorded, and the
substance of any statement, written oral, made by the defendant, made either before or
after the defendant's arrest, to peace officer, prosecuting attorney, or the prosecuting
attorney's agent, or to any witness the State intends to call in this case.
RESPONSE NO. 2a: Please refer to the enclosed copy of the Pocatello Police

Report, LI# 16-P01773, a DVD labeled 16-P01773 "Arbitrator" and a DVD labeled 16P01773 "Additional Evidence". Any and all other video and/or audiotapes have been
requested from law enforcement, and if in existence, will be provided upon receipt.
b. Any and all statements, either written or recorded or both, of a codefendant or co-conspirator in this case, made either before or after arrest in response to
any questioning, detention and/or interrogation or contact by any peace officer or law
enforcement agency, probation/parole officer, prosecuting attorney, or the prosecuting
attorney's agent or otherwise.
RESPONSE NO. 2b: No known co-<lefendants at this time.

c. Please provide a copy of the defendant's prior criminal record.
RESPONSE NO. 2c:

Please refer to the defendant's enclosed Idaho criminal

history.
d. Please list books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects,
buildings, or places, or copies or portions thereof, which are in the possession, custody or
control of the prosecuting attorney, or to which. the Prosecuting Attorney has access, or
are intended for use for evidence at trial, or obtained .from th~ Defendant.
RESONSE NO. 2d: The following is a list of items that may be used as evidence

at the time trial:
RESPONSE - Page 2
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•

Pocatello Police Report, LI# 16-P01773;

•

Authorization For Release of Medical Information;

•

Certified Medical Records;

•

A DVD labeled 16-PO 1773 "Arbitrator''

•

A DVD labeled 16-P01773 "Additional Evidence";

•

Any other videotapes (if in existence);

•

Any other audiotapes (ifin existence); and

•

Any other photographs (if in existence).

e. To permit the Defendant to inspect, copy or photograph books, papers,
documents, photographs, tangible objects, buildings, plac~s or copies or portions thereof
which are in the possession, control or custody of the Prosecuting Attorney, or to which
the Prosecuting Attorney has access, or are intended for use by the Prosecuting Attorney
as evidence at trail, or obtained from the Defendant.

RESPONSE NO 2e:

The defense counsel may schedule an appointment

convenient for both parties to inspect any items in the State's possession pertaining to
this case.
f. Please provide a list of and permit the defendant to inspect, copy or
photograph the results or reports of any physical or mental examinations, scientific tests
or experiments made in connection with this case, or copies thereof, within the
possession, custody or control of the prosecuting attorney or any law enforcement
agency, the existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the
exercise of due diligence.

RESPONSE NO 2f: Any and all lab results, if in existence, have been requested
from the Law Enforcement and will be provided upon receipt.
g. Please furnish to the defendant a written list of the names, addresses,
telephone/cell phone number and the identity of the telephone/cell phone service provider
or carrier, i.e. Alltel, Verizon, etc., and the contact information of the telephone/cell phone
service provider or carrier for all persons having knowledge of relevant facts who may be
called by the state as witnesses at the trial, together with any record of prior felony
convictions, which is within the knowledge of the prosecuting attorney after exercising due
diligence, and a copy of statements made by the prosecution's witnesses.
RESPONSE - Page 3
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RESPONSE NO 2g: The following list of individuals may be called to testify at the

time of trial:

• J. Bowman-Pocatello Police Department;
•

G. Cates-Pocatello Police Department;

• J. Weinheimer-Pocatello Police Department;
•

T. Wall-Pocatello Police Department;

•

R. Sampson-Pocatello Police Department; and

•

N. Gordon-Pocatello Police Department.

At the present time, to the best knowledge of the plaintiff, the aforementioned
individuals have no record of felony convictions.
•

Amanda Motely-950 Willow Ln., Pocatello, ID;

•

Shawn Ellett-4946 Mary Ln., Chubbuck, ID;

•

Tanner Satterfield-5003 Elizabeth Ave., Chubbuck, ID;

•

Curtis Sandy, MD-Portneuf Medical Center;

•

Brandon Clark, RN-·Portneuf Medical Center;

•

L. Chris Bachman, MD-Portneuf Medical Center; and

•

Kirt McKinlay, MD-Blackfoot Medical Center,

The State objects to the portion of the request asking for "telephone/cell phone
number and the identity of the telephone/cell phone service provider or carrier, i.e. Alltel,
Verizon, etc. and the contact information of the telephone/cell phone service provider or
carrier'' as it is overly broad, unduly burdensome and beyond the scope.
At the present time, to the best knowledge of the plaintiff, the aforementioned
individuals have no record of felony convictions.
h. Please furnish statements made by prosecution witnesses or prospective
prosecution witnesses to the prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agents or
to any official involved in the investigatory process of this case.
RESPONSE - Page 4
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RESPONSE NO 2h: Please refer to Response No. 2d.

i. Please furnish a written summary or report of any testimony that the
Prosecuting Attorney intends to introduce which includes the expert witness's opinions,
the facts and data for those opinions, and the expert witness's qualifications pursuant to
Rules 702, 703 or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence.
RESPONSE NO. 2i: The State does not possess this information. If case

proceeds to trial, it will be requested and provided at that time.

j. Please furnish to the defendant any reports, field notes and/or
memoranda in possession of the prosecuting attorney or any law enforcement agency or
person which were made by a police officer or investigator or probation/parole officer in
connection with the investigation or prosecution ofthis case.
RESPONSE NO 2j: Please refer to response number 2d.

k. Any and all statements from conversations between the Defendant and
any third person, which may have been intercepted through telephone monitoring,
visitation monitoring, or any other means, during any time that the Defendant was
incarcerated at the Bannock County Jail, or any other detention facility.
RESPONSE NO 2k: None known at this time. Any and all other video recordings

of visitation monitoring, if in existence, can be viewed by making an appointment with the
Bannock County Jail.

I. Any and all evidence intended to be introduced at the preliminary hearing
and or trial in this matter.
RESPONSE NO. 21: Please refer to Response No. 2d.

m. Copies of any results from any type of photographic lineup associate
with this case.
RESPONSE NO. 2m: Any and all photographic lineups, if in existence, have been

requested from law enforcement and will be provided upon receipt.
n. Copies of any and all search warrants, affidavits in support of search
warrants, and return on search warrants including audio or video recordings regarding the
execution of the warrant associated with this case.

RESPONSE ~ Page 5
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RESPONSE NO. 2n: Any and all search warrants, affidavits in support of search

warrants, and return on search warrants including audio or video recordings regarding the
execution of the warrant associated with this case, if in existence, have been requested
from law enforcement and will be provided upon receipt.

The State reserves the right to supplement this response upon receipt of such
evidence.

DATED this

:S

day of March, 2016.

BRfAND.T~
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this

3day of March, 2016, a true and

correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY was
delivered to the following:
KENT V. REYNOLDS
PUBLIC DEFENDER
BANNOCK COUNTY COURTHOUSE
POCATELLO, IDAHO 83205

[] mail postage prepaid
[ ] hand delivery
[ 1facsimile
[X] courthouse mailbox
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RANDALL D. SCHULTHIES
Chief Bannock County Public Defender
P. 0. Box 4147
Pocatello, Idaho 83205
(208) 236-7040
J .. SCOTT ANDREW
Deputy Public Defender
I.S.B. #4824

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
THOMAS COLVIN,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-2016-2152-FE

5

MOTION TO DISMISS

COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through J. Scott Andrew, Deputy Bannock County
Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an order dismissing the above-entitled matter
with prejudice. The motion is made upon the basis that Idaho Code §19-3506 bars the
prosecution from prosecuting the Defendant because the Defendant had already been charged
with a misdemeanor violation under the same statute based on the same facts or transaction and
that misdemeanor charge was dismissed.
The Defendant was charged with the offense of Domestic Battery, a misdemeanor
violation ofl.C. §18-918, in Bannock County Case CR-2016-1401-MD. The State ofldaho filed
a motion to dismiss that matter, without notice to the Defendant and without the right to a
hearing on the matter, on February 10, 2016. That order was granted by Judge Thomas Clark the
same day the motion was filed; again, without notice or a right to be heard. The felony charge in
this matter was filed at approximately the same time alleging a violation of the same statute
MOTION TO DISMISS
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alleged in Case CR-2016-1401-MD. Both this case and the dismissed case are based on the
same facts and circumstances.
Idaho Code §19-3506 states: "An order for the dismissal of the action, as provided in
this chapter, is a bar to any other prosecution for the same offense, if it is a misdemeanor." The
case that was dismissed was a misdemeanor. The pending felony matter alleges the same offense
as the dismissed misdemeanor and is based on the same facts as the dismissed misdemeanor.
Accordingly, the prosecution is barred from filing a felony charge against the Defendant for the
same offense as the dismissed misdemeanor.

'(1,6.

DATED this~ day of March, 2016.

iscorr ANDREW
Deputy Public Defender

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3"'6

I hereby certify that on the
day of March, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document upon the following person(s) in the manner
indicated:
Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney
Bannock County Courthouse
624 East Center St.
P.O. BoxP
Pocatello, ID 83201

MOTION TO DISMISS

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Facsimile
E-mail
['l1 Designated Courthouse Box
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COURT MINUTES
CR-2016-0002152-FE
State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
Hearing type: Arraignment
Hearing date: 3/7/2016
Time: 10:33 am
Judge: David C Nye
Courtroom: Room #300, Third Floor
Court reporter: Stephanie Morse
Minutes Clerk: Amy Beers
Defense Attorney: J. Scott Andrew
Prosecutor: JaNiece Price

10:33

Begins
DA Andrew, rights read, waives reading and pleads NG, trial set for 6/7 /16 at
9:00 a.m., PT set for 5/23/16 at 4:00 p.m., brief due by Friday, then State the end
of the other day of 3/18, hearing on 3/30/16 at 10:00

10:37

End
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No:CR-2016-0002152-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER ON
ARRAIGNMENT AND ORDER
SETTING CRIMINAL JURY
TRIAL

vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Defendant.

The above named Defendant appeared in Court on the ?1h day of March, 2016, with
his counsel, J. Scott Andrew, for arraignment.

JaNiece Price,

Bannock County

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, appeared on behalf of the State of Idaho. Stephanie Morse
was the Court Reporter.
When asked by the Court, the Defendant stated that his true name is as shown
on the Information. The reading of the Prosecuting Attorney's Information was waived
and a certified copy of the same handed to the Defendant.
The Defendant was advised by the Court that he was allowed a reasonable time
of not less than 24 hours before he could be required to enter a plea to the Information,
but that he could waive that right and enter a plea at this time. The Defendant waived

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 1 of 7
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(')
the time in which to enter a plea and entered a plea of NOT GUilTY to the charge of
DOMESTIC BATTERY, Idaho Codes §18-903 and §118-918(2)(a), as described in the

Information.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that this case is hereby set for JURY TRIAL before
the undersigned District Judge on JUNE 7, 2016 AT THE HOUR OF 9 A.M. on

a "to

follow" basis.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this case is hereby set for PRE-TRIAL
CONFERENCE on MAY 23, 2016 AT THE HOUR OF 4 P.M.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a hearing on Defendant's Motion to Dismiss will
be held on WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30, 2016 AT THE HOUR OF 10:00 A.M.
Defendant's brief in support of the Motion will be due by Friday, March 11, 2016. The
State will have until March 18, 2016 to file a responsive brief.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the NO CONTACT ORDER in this matter
remain in effect until further Order from the Court.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the O.R. RELEASE in this matter be and the
same is hereby CONTINUED, with the Defendant being advised that the following
conditions are attached to his said release, to wit:
(1)

Defendant shall keep in touch with his attorney and shall keep his attorney
advised of his current telephone number and address;

(2)

Defendant is required to appear on time and prepared for all scheduled
proceedings;

(3)

Defendant shall not violate any laws of the City, County, State or Federal
government during the period of said release;

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
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(4)

Defendant shall not leave the Sixth District during said release without
prior knowledge and permission of your attorney.

Defendant was further advised that his failure to comply with the conditions of
said release could result in the issuance of a Bench Warrant for his arrest and the
revocation of said release.
CRIMINAL JURY TRIAL ORDER
(1)

TRIAL DATE. A JURY TRIAL has been set above, in Courtroom 300, Bannock

County Courthouse, Pocatello, Idaho. Several cases are set for trial on the same date.
Therefore, notice is given that the trial of this matter may need to be adjusted as cases
resolve. The parties will be notified of any change in the trial date as soon as possible.
Otherwise, a continuance of the trial date shall occur only upon a Stipulation of the
parties, or upon a written Motion which clearly states the reasons for the requested
continuance. A Stipulation, or a Motion to Continue the trial, agreed to or filed by the
Defendant, requires an acknowledgment signed by the Defendant that the Motion to
Continue has been discussed with and is agreed to by the Defendant. If the Defendant
fails to appear for jury trial, the Defendant is hereby notified that he will be tried in his
absence.
(2)

PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE. A Pre-Trial Conference has been set above. The

Defendant is ordered to be present for the Pre-Trial Conference, unless incarcerated or
otherwise ordered by the Court.

Failure to appear, absent good cause, shall be

grounds for issuance of a warrant of arrest and pre-trial incarceration.

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
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(3)

DISCOVERY, including all disclosures required by I.C.R. 16, must be served and

completely responded to at least 21 days prior to trial.
(4)

MOTIONS. Except for good cause shown, all Motions listed in I.C.R. 12(b) must

be filed at least 45 days prior to trial and heard at least 30 days prior to trial. Motions in
Limine shall be filed by the Court at least 7 days prior to trial. Pursuant to Local Rule 3,
all Motions, except Motions to Suppress, shall be accompanied by a brief. Motions to
Suppress shall identify the issues the Defendant intends to raise so the State may be
prepared to go forward. One (1) duplicate copy of all Motions, together with supporting
memorandum and documents, shall be lodged (in writing, e-mail or fax), at the time of
filing, in the Court's chambers ih Bannock County, and shall be marked "Judge's Copy."

-·(5)

-

TRIAL BRIEFS. Trial briefs are encouraged but not required.

Submitted trial

briefs should address substantive factual, legal and/or evidentiary issues, with
appropriate citation to authority.

If a trial brief is filed, it must be provided to the

opposing party and a Judge's Copy lodged in the Court's chambers in Bannock County,
at least 7 days prior to trial.
(6)

PRE-TRIAL SUBMISSIONS. At least 7 days prior to trial, each party shall file,

and provide to the opposing party and lodge a Judge's Copy in the Court's chambers,
the following:

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
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(A) A list of all witnesses which each party intends to call to testify at trial,
including anticipated rebuttal witnesses. Expert witnesses shall be identified
as such. Each party must also identify any witness previously disclosed by
the opposing party that will be objected to and the legal grounds therefore.
(8) A list of all exhibits which each party intends to introduce at trial. Each
party must also identify any exhibit previously disclosed by the opposing party
that will be objected to and the legal grounds therefore.
(C) A set of pre-marked exhibits. The State shall mark exhibits beginning
with the number "1" and the Defendant shall mark exhibits beginning with the
letter "A" A Judge's Copy of the pre-marked exhibits shall also be provided
to the Court.
(D) A list of any objections to any other anticipated evidence so that the
Court may be prepared to rule on such objections at trial.
(E)
A listing of any stipulated admissions of fact, which will avoid
unnecessary proof.
(F) A statement whether counsel requests more than 30 minutes for voir dire
or opening statement and, if so, the reason(s) more time is needed.
(7)

JURY INSTRUCTIONS. Proposed jury instructions and verdict forms shall be

filed and exchanged by the parties at least 7 days prior to trial. The parties shall also
submit both a clean version and a version with cited authority, by e-mail, to the Court's
clerk in Word format, at least 7 days prior to trial.

Except for good cause shown,

proposed jury instructions should conform to the approved pattern Idaho Jury
Instructions (ICJI).

Certain "stock" instructions need not be submitted. These will

typically include ICJI 101-108, 201-202, 204-208, and 232.
(8)

PLEA AGREEMENTS.

Except for good cause shown, the Court should be

advised of any negotiated Plea Agreement no later than 4:00 P.M., the day prior to the
trial, so the jury can be notified. Should a Plea Agreement be entered into after the jury

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
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has been summoned, the Court may assess the cost of calling the jury to the party the
Court deems responsible for those costs.
(9)

TRIAL PROCEDURES. A total of TWO (2) trial days have been reserved for this

trial. If more trial days will be required, the parties are ORDERED to notify the Court no
less than 30 days prior to trial.

On the first day of trial, counsel shall report to the

Court's chambers at 8:30 a.m. for a brief status conference. Unless otherwise ordered,
trial days will begin at 9:00 a.m. and end about 5:00 p.m., with a one hour break for
lunch. Jury selection shall be by a modified struck jury system.
(10)

HEARINGS

OR CONFERENCES WITH THE

COURT.

All

meetings,

conferences, and/or hearings with the Court shall be scheduled in advance with the
Court's Clerk, Amy Beers, by calling 208-236-7244.

(11)

ALTERNATE JUDGES. Notice is hereby given, pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(6), that

an alternate judge may be assigned to preside over the trial of this case, if the current
presiding judge is unavailable. The list of potential alternate judges is: 1) Honorable
Stephen S. Dunn; 2) Honorable Robert C. Naftz; 3) Honorable Mitchell W. Brown; 4)
Honorable Jon Shindurling; 5) Honorable William H. Woodland; or 6) Honorable Richard
T. St. Clair. If the I.C.R. 25(a) disqualification has not previously been exercised, failure
to disqualify, without cause, any one of these alternate judges within fourteen (14) days
of the date of this Order shall constitute a waiver of such right.

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
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DATED t h i s ~ day of March, 2016.

DAVIDCNYE
District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

tJih

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /
day of March, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the
manner indicated.
Bannock County Prosecutor

D U.S.Mail
t8'.I E-Mail

D Courthouse Box
D Fax: 236-7288
J. Scott Andrew
Office of the Public Defender

0U.S.Mail
t8'.I E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
0Fax:

Court Services

0U.S.Mail
[gl E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
0Fax:
Robert Poleki
CLERK OF THE COURT

By:

~f} &thA.J
Depu

le
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STEPHEN F. HERZOG
BANNOCK COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
P.O. Box P
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-0050
(208) 236-7280
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BRIAN D. TRAMMELL, 158 #9213
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

vs.

)
)
)

THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,

)
)

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

TO:

CASE NO. CR-2016-2152-FE ·REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

)
)

SCOTT ANDREW, PUBLIC DEFENDER, BANNOCK COUNTY COURTHOUSE,
·
Pocatello, Idaho; Attorney for the Defendant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the

Idaho Criminal Rules requests discovery and inspection of the following information,
evidence, and materials:
1. Any books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects or copies
or portions thereof, which are within the possession, custody or control of the Defendant,
and which the Defendant intends to introduce at trial in the above-mentioned case.
2.

Copies of any and all results or reports of physical or mental

REQUEST - Page 1
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examinations and of any scientific tests or experiments made in connection with the
above-mentioned case, or copies thereof, within the possession or control of the
Defendant which the Defendant intends to introduce at trial, or which were prepared by a
witness whom the defendant intends to call at trial when the results or reports relate to
testimony of the witness.
3. Describe any and all documents and tangible evidence, not previously
disclosed, which Defendant intends to introduce or may introduce at trial.
4. The names and addresses of lay witnesses the Defendant intends to call
at trial, and the substance of the testimony of such witnesses.
5. The names and addresses of expert witnesses the Defendant intends to
call at trial, and the substance of the testimony of such witnesses:
6. Under Idaho Code §19-519, if you intend to offer evidence of an alibi in
your defense, you are hereby required to serve upon me, the undersigned Prosecuting
Attorney for Bannock County, Idaho, within ten (10) days, a notice in writing of your
intention to claim such alibi which said notice shall contain specific information as the
place(s) and time(s) at said place(s) at which you claim to have been on the day of the
alleged offense, and as particularly as is known to you or your attorney, the names and
addresses of the individual(s) and/or testimonial witnesses by whom you propose to
establish such alibi.
7.

This is a continuing Request for Discovery and the Attorney for the

Defense shall timely file such supplemental responses with the Court and shall serve the
same upon the State as may be required from time to time to correctly set forth all further
and different information obtained by the Attorney for the Defense.
The undersigned further requests that said information, evidence and
materials be presented to the Office of the Prosecuting Attorney, Bannock County
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Courthouse, Pocatello, Idaho, on or before the fourteenth day from which it has been
signed, or at such other date and time mutually agreed to by counsel.

DATED this

°I

~
day of March, 2016.

BRIAN D. TRAMMELL
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Bannock County

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this ~ a y of March, 2016, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY was delivered to the
following:
SCOTT ANDREW
PUBLIC DEFENDER
BANNOCK COUNTY COURTHOUSE
POCATELLO, IDAHO 83205-4048

[] mail postage prepaid
[ ] hand delivery
[ ] facsimile
[X] courthouse mailbox
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RANDALL D. SCHULTHIES
Chief Bannock County Public Defender
P. 0. Box 4147
Pocatello, Idaho 83205
(208) 236-7040
J. SCOTT ANDREW
Deputy Public Defender
I.S.B. #4824

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

THOMAS COLVIN,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-2016-2152-FE

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
DISMISS

COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through J. Scott Andrew, Deputy Bannock County
Public Defender, and hereby submits this brief in support of the Defendant's motion to dismiss
filed in this matter.

I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND
On January 26, 2016, the Defendant was issued a citation by the Pocatello Police
Department for the offense of "Domestic Battery" a violation of"18-918(3)(b)." See Exhibit A
attached to this brief. The citation was prosecuted as Bannock County Case CR-2016-1401-MD.
On February 10, 2016, the State ofldaho filed a motion to dismiss the charge. See Exhibit B.
On the same date the motion was filed, without hearing and without setting forth any findings to
support a dismissal, the magistrate entered an order granting the motion and dismissed the
charge. See Exhibit C. Also on the same date that the charge in CR-2016-1401-MD was
dismissed, the State ofldaho filed the criminal complaint in this matter. The complaint charged
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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the Defendant with a felony violation of Idaho Code § 18-918. See Exhibit D.
The Defendant has filed the pending motion to dismiss on the basis that LC. §19-3506
and Idaho Criminal Rule 48 prohibit the prosecution from filing any misdemeanor or felony
charge based upon the same statute for the same occurrence or transaction for which the
Defendant was prosecuted in CR-2016-1401-MD.

II. ARGUMENT
Idaho Code § 19-3 506 and Idaho Criminal Rule 48 require that the charge in this case
be dismissed. The State of Idaho previously brought a criminal action against the Defendant
alleging a violation ofldaho Code §18-918. The State ofldaho filed a motion to dismiss the
misdemeanor case, which dismissal was granted by the presiding magistrate. Pursuant to Idaho
Code §19-3506 and LC.R. 48, the dismissal of the misdemeanor case created a bar to any other
prosecution of the Defendant for any offense based on the same events or transaction that formed
the basis of the dismissed charge.
Idaho Code § 19-3506 reads: "An order for the dismissal of the action, as provided in
this chapter, is a bar to any other prosecution for the same offense, ifit is a misdemeanor; but it
is not a bar if the offense is a felony." Idaho Criminal Rule 48(c), adopted after LC. §19-3506,
contains nearly identical language to LC. § 19-3506, and reads: "Effect of dismissal. An order
for dismissal of a criminal action is a bar to any other prosecution for the same offense if it is a
misdemeanor, but it is not a bar if the offense is a felony."
The Court of Appeals summarized the operation of LC. §19-3506 in State v. Barlow's
Inc., 111 Idaho 958, 729 P .2d 433 (Ct.App. 1986), as follows:
Unlike the constitutional double jeopardy clauses, this statute does not require that
the defendant actually be placed in jeopardy before the immunity attaches. See
generally 21 AM.JUR.2d, Criminal Law§ 258-262 (1981). A bare charge and
dismissal is sufficient to act as a bar. Section 19-3506 applies to voluntary
dismissals on the prosecutor's motion as well as dismissals on motion by the
defendant. State v. McKeehan, 49 Idaho 531,289 P. 993 (1930). In order for a
dismissal to act as a bar, it must be valid and final. State v. Swartz, 109 Idaho
1033, 712 P.2d 734 (Ct.App.1985). Whether I.C. § 19-3506 is applicable depends
upon a finding by the court that a subsequent charge is for the "same offense" as
the previously dismissed charge. Although immunity attaches more readily than
does double jeopardy protection, comparable tests of "offense identity" are
applicable. Like the double jeopardy clauses, LC. § 19-3506 is intended to protect
individuals against repeated charges and trials for the same offense. Cf. State v.
Sharp, 104 Idaho 691,662 P.2d 1135 (1983) (on double jeopardy purpose). The
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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analysis of whether a subsequent charge involves the "same offense" as a
previously dismissed charge generally applies a "same evidence" or a "same
transaction" test. See generally C. WHITEHEAD, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE:
AN ANALYSIS OF CONSTITUTIONAL CASES AND CONCEPTS § 24.04
(1980).
111 Idaho at 961, 729 P.2d at 436.
1.

Dismissal of the misdemeanor charge barred any subsequent prosecution
Both LC. §19-3506 and I.C.R. 48 bar a subsequent prosecution of the Defendant for

"the same offense" if the dismissed offense was a misdemeanor. The State of Idaho of Idaho
chose to prosecute the Defendant under a misdemeanor statute, rather than to initially charge the
Defendant with a felony offense. Subsequently, the State ofldaho chose to move the court to
dismiss the misdemeanor charge rather than ask the court to amend the misdemeanor charge to a
felony. By operation ofI.C. §19-3506 and I.C.R. 48, the State of Idaho's decision to dismiss the
misdemeanor rather than ask for amend the charge to a felony is fatal and has led to the State of
Idaho being prohibited from prosecuting the Defendant for the same offense as the dismissed
misdemeanor case.

It is anticipated that the State of Idaho will argue that I.C. §19-3506 does not bar
operate to bar a subsequent violation if the offense charged in the subsequent case is a felony
offense, i.e., that there can never be a bar to the filing of a felony case by operation of I. C. § 193506. However, an analysis of the wording ofl.C. §19-3506 establishes that the offense the
court is to look to in analyzing the operation of the statute is the offense contained in the
dismissed matter, not the charge alleged in the subsequent prosecution. Section 19-3506 reads,
in part: "An order for the dismissal of the action ... is a bar to any other prosecution for the
same offense, ifit is a misdemeanor.... " An analysis of the structure of the sentence along
with grammatical rules show that the statute was intended to focus on the offense charged in the
first prosecution, not the type of charge that was filed in the subsequent prosecution. This
distinction is critical. The phrase "if it is a misdemeanor" in the above-quoted language is a
reference back to the previous phrase "for the same offense." As used in the quoted language
"prosecution" is an act or process. As used in the quoted language "misdemeanor" is a
descriptor that can only attach to the words "offense." By way of word replacement, if the word
"misdemeanor" only described "the other prosecution," the quoted phrase would read "An order
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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for the dismissal of the action ... is a bar to any other prosecution for the same offense, if any
other prosecution is a misdemeanor...." A prosecution (act or process) cannot be a
misdemeanor (an adjective or a noun). However, by way of word replacement with the phrase
"the same offense," the phrase would read: "An order for the dismissal of the action ... is a bar
to any other prosecution for the same offense, if the same offense is a misdemeanor.... "
Grammatically, only the phrase "same offense" can be substituted for the word "it" in the actual
language of the statute. The phrase "other prosecution cannot be substituted for the word "it" in
the quoted language of the statute. The phrase "same offense" is a reference back to the
dismissed offense. Accordingly, analysis of the wording ofl.C. §19-3506 establish that there is
a bar to any other prosecution regarding a previously dismissed offense.
Based on this analysis, the phrase "but is not if it is a felony" is also a reference back to
the dismissed charge and not what charge is contained in the subsequently filed prosecution.
Thus, the fact that the State of Idaho files a felony charge in the subsequent prosecution has no
bearing on the statute's prohibition against a subsequent prosecution where the dismissed
charged was a misdemeanor.
The analysis set forth for LC. §19-3605 applies equally to the wording and operation of

I.C.R. 48.
Based on the foregoing, the pending charge must be dismissed because a prior
misdemeanor charge of the same offense had already been dismissed. If the State of Idaho
wanted to preserve the ability to prosecute the Defendant, it should have filed a motion to amend
the dismissed charge rather than dismiss it.

2.

Any charge relying upon the same evidence or same transaction would is barred
The State of Idaho is barred from bringing any charge against the Defendant which

arises from the same facts or transactions as the dismissed case. The statute operates to bar more
than simply the subsequent prosecution under the same statute.
In Barlow's Inc., the Idaho Court of Appeals addressed the issue of when an offense
constitutes "the same offense." The Court of Appeals discussed that there are multiple
approaches to this question, stating:
The analysis of whether a subsequent charge involves the "same offense 11 as a
previously dismissed charge generally applies a "same evidence 11 or a "same
transaction" test. See generally C. WHITEHEAD, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE:
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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AN ANALYSIS OF CONSTITUTIONAL CASES AND CONCEPTS § 24.04
(1980). The first approach focuses on whether the same evidence is required to
support a conviction for each offense charged. The "same transaction" test focuses
upon the behavior of the defendant that led to the prosecution. However, Idaho's
double jeopardy statute, LC.§ 18-301, enlarges the scope of double jeopardy in
that it prohibits double punislunent for the same act or omission and is not limited
to the same offense. State v. Wemeth, 101 Idaho 241,611 P.2d 1026 (1980).
Barlow's Inc., 111 Idaho at 961, 729 P.2d at 436.
In State v. Swartz, 109 Idaho 1033, 1036, 712 P.2d 734, 737 (Ct.App. 1985), the Idaho
Court of Appeals held: "It is well established that, after a misdemeanor charge has been
dismissed, a defendant cannot be prosecuted under a subsequent, new complaint charging an
identical offense based on the same acts as the earlier, dismissed charge." 109 Idaho at 1036,
712 P.2d at 737, citing State v. Barter, 80 Idaho 552, 335 P.2d 887 (1959).
Based on Barlow's Inc, Swartz, and Barter, the State ofldaho is prohibited from
prosecuting the Defendant based on the same acts as the earlier dismissed misdemeanor case. It
makes no difference if the State of Idaho is using different subsections of the statute used in the
misdemeanor case or a different statute entirely. In this matter the allegations are based on the
same facts as the dismissed misdemeanor. See Exhibit E. Thus, dismissal is required.

III. CONCLUSION
The State of Idaho is prohibited from prosecuting the Defendant in this matter because
a misdemeanor charge based on the same underlying facts and transaction had previously been
dismissed.
DATED this t 1-a,....day of March, 2016.

~
J. SCOTT ANDREW
Deputy Public Defender

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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CERTIFICAIB OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the t l-tii,.. day of March, 2015, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document upon the following person(s) in the manner
indicated:
Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney
Bannock County Courthouse
624 East Center St.
P.O.BoxP
Pocatello, ID 83201

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[-?.]

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Facsimile
EMmail
Designated Courthouse Box

~~A~
.Scott Andrew

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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FEB 1 0 2016
STEPHEN F. HERZOG
BANNOCK COUNTY PROSECUTOR
P. 0. BOXP
POCATELLO, IDAHO 83205-0050
Telephone: (208) 236-7289
BRIAN TRAMMELL, ISB #9213
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-2016-1401-MD
MOTION TO DISMISS

COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through BRIAN TRAMMELL,
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Bannock County, Idaho, and moves the Court for an
Order dismissing without prejudice, the Complaint filed in the above-entitled matter on or
about the

zih day of January, 2016, charging the defendant with DOMESTIC BATTERY,

Idaho Code §18-903, §18-918(3)(b); because it is in the interest of justice to do so.
DATED this \ D day of February, 2016.

BRIAN TRAMMELL
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
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()
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this

_jQ_ day of February,

2016, a true and

correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO DISMISS was delivered to the following:
SCOTT ANDREW
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT
PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE
BANNOCK COUNTY COURTHOUSE

[] mail postage prepaid
[ ] hand delivery
[ ] facsimile
[X] courthouse mailbox

BRIAN TRAMMELL
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STEPHEN F. HERZOG
BANNOCK COUNTY PROSECUTOR
P. 0. BOXP
POCATELLO, IDAHO 83205-0050
Telephone: (208) 236-7289

2016 FEB IO Afi 10: B;
b{

··oIPu"rvc~

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs\
THdMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
/

)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-2016-1401-MD
ORDER TO DISMISS

)
)

)
Defendant.

)

On Motion of BRIAN TRAMMELL, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Bannock
County, for an Order dismissing the Complaint filed on or about the 27th day of January,
2016, in the above entitled matter, and good cause appearing therefore;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Complaint in the above-entitled matter be, and
the same is, hereby dismissed without prejudice, in the interest of justice.
DATED this

_\12__ day of February,

1L "2 tt.L

~W.CLARK
Magistrate Judge

•

cc: Brian D. Trammell
Scott Andrew
Ian Johnson
Pocatello Police Department, LI# 16-01773
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STEPHEN F. HERZOG
BANNOCK COUNTY PROSECUTOR
.P.O. BOXP
POCATELLO, ID 8320p-0050
(208) 236-7280

BRIAND. TRAMMELL, ISB #9213
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)

)
)

CASE NO.

)
)
)

vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
XXX-XX-4273.
8/1/1986

_____________
Defendant.

ffi .. \ll1 .. a lf?R, n5?
r

COMPLAiNT - CRIMINAL

)
)
)
)
)
)

Personally appeared before me this~ day of February, 2016, BRIAND.
TRAMMELL in the County of Bannock, who, first being duly sworn, complains of THOMAS
CRUZ COLVIN and charges the defendant with the public ~ffense of DOMESTIC
BATTERY, Idaho Code §18-903 and §18-918(2)(a), (punishable up to 10 years in

prison and/or $10,000 fine), committed as follows, to-wit:
That the said THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN, in the County of Bannock, State of
Idaho, on or about the 25th day of January, 2016, did inflict a traumatic injury upon another
household member, Amand.a. Motley, by hitting her on the face and back several times,
attempted to strangle her and by throwing her across the room.
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All of _which is contrary to the form of the statute in said State made and
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.
Said complainant prays that a Summons be issued 'for the said THOMAS,
CRUZ COLVIN directing the defendant to appear and answer to said charge that the
defendant may be dealt with according to Jaw.

~~-

BRIAN D. TRAMMELL

.

.

.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

&

~

day of February, 2016.

MAGISTRATE
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ARREST:

ffiANNOC~( COUNTY
AFFIDAVIT-OF PROBABLE CAUSE ,') YR/\ f)F THr- COURT
"ARREST REPORT

2lil6 JAN 2·7
Date: 1-26-2016

Time: 23:33

:~n 9: 06

Officer: WALL #5278

Arrestees Name: THOMAS C. COLVIN
Charge: Domestic battery
Citation #:9313906
Bond: None
LI#: 16-P01773
SYNOPSIS! On 1-26-2016, at approximately 23:33, OFFICER WIENHIEMER, OFFICER.
BOWMAN, OFFICER CATES, and I responded to 950 Willow, for a disturbance between
AMANDA MOTLEY and THOMAS COLVIN. I contacted MOTLEY who said that she was
sleeping and COLVIN, her boyfriend who she resides with, woke her up and started
beating her. MOTLEY's left eye was swollen shut and she had blood all over her
clothes, face, and arms. MOTLEY stated that COLVIN hit her in the face and in
the back, choked her and threw her across the room. I located COLVIN in the
exterior guest bedroom where the disturbance had taken place. MOTLEY gave
OFFICER WIENHIEMER the key to the locked door and gave us permission to enter
the room. We entered the room while MOTLEY stood outside. I contacted COLVIN at
the door when I called into him. The room contained evidence of a disturbance
taking place, several items where knocked over including a heater and a chair.
There was blood on the chair, a few of the blankets, and the back of the door. I
arrested COLVIN for domestic battery and incarcerated him in Bannock County
Jail. On the way to the jail and without being questioned, COLVIN voluntarily
admitted what he had done was .wrong.

State of Idaho
ss
county of Bannock
TIMOTHY WALL being first duly sworn, deposes and says that I am a law
enforcement officer with.POCATELLO POLICE DEPARTMENT. I have conducted an
investigation regarding THOMAS COLVIN. Based on that investigation, I request a
Sixth District Judge to make a determination of probable cause to arrest, hold
or set bond on the above named defendant for the public offense of domestic
battery, a violation of I.C. 18-918(3) (b}. The basis for this request is the
information set forth in a police report which is designated as Exhibit "A"
attached or within hereto. I further depose and say that I have read Exhibit
"A" and all the contents are true to the best of my knowledge, and that I
personally know the author of that report to be a.law enforcement officer whom I
believe to be credible and reliable.
Dated this 27th day of January, 2016
Pocatello Police Dept.

State of Idaho
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ss
County of Bannock
TIMOTHY WALL, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to this
Affidavit of Probable Cause, acknuwledged to me thats/he has read and executed
the document/sand the contents are true to the best of her/his knowledge.
Subscribed and sworn before me this 27th day of January, 2016

C_e~

Notary Pubic

\- ----'-~\~,-..\ ~
_ l__

Commission expires on

__._

Detailed Report to follow.
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RANDALL D. SCHULTHIES
Chief Bannock County Public Defender
P. 0. Box 4147
Pocatello, Idaho 83205
(208) 236-7040

J. SCOTT ANDREW
Deputy Public Defender
I.S.B. #4824

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
THOMAS COLVIN,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-2016-2152-FE

AMENDED MOTION TO DISMISS

COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through J. Scott Andrew, Deputy Bannock County
Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an order dismissing the above-entitled matter
with prejudice. The motion is made upon the basis that Idaho Code § 19-3506 and Idaho
Criminal Rule 48 bar the prosecution from prosecuting the Defendant because the Defendant had
already been charged with a misdemeanor violation under the same statute based on the same
facts or transaction and that misdemeanor charge was dismissed.
The Defendant was charged with the offense of Domestic Battery, a misdemeanor
· violation of LC. §18-918, in Bannock County Case CR-2016-1401-MD. The State ofldaho filed
a motion to dismiss that matter, without notice to the Defendant and without the right to a
hearing on the matter, on February 10, 2016. That order was granted by Judge Thomas Clark the
same day the motion was filed; again, without notice or a right to be heard. The felony charge in
this matter was filed at approximately the same time alleging a violation of the same statute
AMENDED MOTION TO DISMISS

1
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alleged in Case CR-2016-1401-MD. Both this case and the dismissed case are based on the
same facts and circumstances.
Idaho Code § 19-3 506 states: "An order for the dismissal of the action, as provided in
this chapter, is a bar to any other prosecution for the same offense, if it is a misdemeanor."
Similarly, Idaho Criminal Rule 48 reads: "Effect of dismissal. An order for dismissal of a
criminal action is a bar to any other prosecution for the same offense if it is a misdemeanor, but it
is not a bar if the offense is a felony." The case that was dismissed was a misdemeanor. The
pending felony matter alleges the same offense as the dismissed misdemeanor and is based on
the same facts as the dismissed misdemeanor. Accordingly, the prosecution is barred from filing
a felony charge against the Defendant for the same offense as the dismissed misdemeanor.
DATED thisl?-~ day of March, 2016.

c.:;t;~A-....OL\,8,"""d
J. SCOTT ANDREW

Deputy Public Defender

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the \'1.fv\ day of March, 2015, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document upon the following person(s) in the manner
indicated:
Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney
Bannock County Courthouse
624 East Center St.
P.O.BoxP
Pocatello, ID 83201

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[~

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Facsimile
E-mail
Designated Courthouse Box

Q~~7~
J. Scott Andrew

AMENDED MOTION TO DISMISS
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()
STEPHEN F. HERZOG
BANNOCK COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
P.O. BoxP
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-0050
(208) 236-7280

BRIAN TRAMMELL, 1SB#9213
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
THOMAS COLVIN,

_______________
Defendant.

)
)
)
}
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-2016-2152-FE
OBJECTION TO MOTION
TO DISMISS

COMES NOW Brian Trammell, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, Bannock County Idaho,
and hereby objects to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss.
ARGUMENT

I.

Idaho Code §19-3506 and Idaho Criminal Rule 48(c) does not bar subsequent
prosecution of a dismissed misdemeanor for the same offense if the
subsequent prosecution is a felonv.

Idaho Code §19-3506 reads: "An order for dismissal of the action, as provided in this chapter, is
a bar to any other prosecution for the same offense, if it is a misdemeanor; but is not a bar if the
offense is a felony."
Idaho Criminal Rule 48(c) also reads: "An order for dismissal of a criminal action is a bar to any
other prosecution for the same offense if it is a misdemeanor, but is not a bar if the offense is a
felony".
There is no Idaho case law on point for the interpretation of I.C. §19-3506 in regards to the
issue as to whether a dismissed misdemeanor charge is barred from any subsequent felony
prosecution for the same offense. In State v. Barlow, the Idaho Court of Appeals expressed:
"Following an order of dismissal, I.C. § 19-3506 bars any subsequent misdemeanor prosecution
for the same offense." State v. Barlow's, Inc., 111 Idaho 958 (Ct. App. 1986).
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Idaho cases that discuss I.C. §19-3506 interpretation, applies it to felony prosecutions that were
dismissed and subsequently prosecuted as felonies for the same offense. For example, in
State v. Hinostroza, the Idaho Court of Appeals found: "Idaho Code§ 19-3506, by its express
terms, bars subsequent prosecution only if the charge dismissed is a misdemeanor. It does not
prevent the state from further prosecuting a defendant where, as in this case, the charge
dismissed is a felony." State v. Hinostroza. 114 Idaho 621. 623 (Ct. App. 1988).
In this case the Defendant was cited with misdemeanor Domestic Battery in violation of I.C.
§18-918(3)(b). The charge was dismissed by the State, and a subsequent felony charge was
filed for Domestic Battery in violation of I.C. §18-918.
For the Defendant to contend that a dismissal of a misdemeanor is a bar to any other
prosecution of the same offense would make finding new evidence that would make the crime a
felony of no consequence because all prosecution would be barred. In this case the subsequent
prosecution was for a felony offense and is proper under I.C. § 19-3506 because it is not a
subsequent misdemeanor prosecution for the same offense.

11.

Idaho Code §19-3506 and Idaho Criminal Rule 48(c) does not apply to this case
because the Defendant was not charged with the "same offense" in the
subsequent felony prosecution.

In State v. Barlow, the Idaho Court of Appeals stated: "Whether I.C. § 19-3506 is applicable
depends upon a finding by the court that a subsequent charge is for the "same offense" as the
previously dismissed charge.
In this case, the Defendant was originally charged with misdemeanor Domestic Battery in
violation of I.C. 18-918(3)(b). Idaho Code 18-918{3)(b) reads: "A household member who
commits a battery, as defined in section 18-903, Idaho Code, against another household
member which does not result in traumatic injury is guilty of a misdemeanor domestic battery.
After the State received notice that the alleged victim in this case suffered a broken nasal and
orbital bone, the State dismissed the misdemeanor and filed the new felony to include the
traumatic injury element. The Defendant was charged with felony Domestic Battery in the
violation of I.C. 18-918 which reads: "Any household member who in committing a battery, as
defined in section 18-903, Idaho Code, inflicts a traumatic injury upon any other household
member is guilty of a felony."
In Blockburger, the Court held that where the same act or transaction constitutes a violation of
two distinct statutory provisions, the test to be applied to determine whether there are two
offenses or only one, is whether each provision requires proof of a fact which the other does
not. Blockburger, 284 U.S. at'304. In order to avoid multiplicity under the Blockburgertest, only
one fact or element n~,ed be different for each charge. See State v. Hussain, 143 Idaho 175,
177, 139 P.3d 777, 779 (Ct. App. 2006).
The State contends that the Defendant was not charged with the same offense because the
subsequent offense charged contains an additional element, and that element was that a
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traumatic injury was inflicted upon the alleged victim. Thus, I.C. §19-3506 does not apply to the
case at hand and the prosecution of the felony charge is proper.
Conclusion

Based upon the aforementioned argument, the State respectfully requests the Court deny the
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss.

DATED this

:2\ day of March, 2016.

BRIAN D. TRAMMELL
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this Z} day of March, 2016, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing O~JECTION TO MOTION TO DISMISS was delivered to the following:
SCOTT ANDREW
PUBLIC DEFENDER
BANNOCK COUNTY COURTHOUSE
POCATELLO, ID

[] mail postage prepaid
[ ] hand delivery
[] facsimile
J*fourthouse mailbox

BRIAN D. TRAMMELL
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COURT MINUTES
CR-2016-0002152-FE

State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
Hearing type: Motion
Hearing date: 3/30/2016
Time: 10:14 am
Judge: David C Nye
Courtroom: Room #300, Third Floor
Court reporter: Stephanie Morse
Minutes Clerk: Amy Beers
Defense Attorney: J. Scott Andrew
Prosecutor: Brian Trammell

10:14

Begins
DA Andrew, oral argument
PA Trammell, oral argument
DA Andrew, response
Takes matter under advisement and will issue a written decision

10:34

End
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
Case No:CR-2016-0002152-FE
vs.
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER

THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Defendant.
The above named Defendant appeared in Court on the 301h day of March, 2016,
with his counsel, J. Scott Andrew, for a hearing on Defendant's Motion to Dismiss.
Brian Trammell, Bannock County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, appeared on behalf of the
State of Idaho. Stephanie Morse was the Court Reporter.
At the hearing, the Court heard oral argument from the parties on Defendant's
Motion.
Thereafter, the Court took the matter under advisement and will issue a written
decision.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 1 of 2
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DATED this

I

/J-l day of April, 2016.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

l 'Sf

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of April, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the
manner indicated.
Bannock County Prosecutor

0U.S.Mail
rgj E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
D Fax: 236-7288

J. Scott Andrew

D U.S. Mail

Office of the Public Defender

rgj E-Mail

D Courthouse Box
0Fax:
Robert Poleki
CLERK OF THE COURT

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page2 of2
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.BANNOCK COUNTY
CLE:Rf{ OF Ti~E COURT
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE,
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No.: CR-2016-0002152-FE
Plaintiff,
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
ON MOTION TO DISMISS

V.

THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Hon. David C. Nye

Defendant.

On March 11, 2016, Defendant Thomas Cruz Colvin filed a Motion to Dismiss the
pending action against him. The Court heard oral arguments on March 30, 2016 and
took the matter under advisement. After reviewing the record and the briefing in this
matter, the Court now issues the following decision denying Calvin's Motion to Dismiss.
BACKGROUND

On January 26, 2016, Colvin was issued a citation by the Pocatello Police
Department for the offense of Domestic Battery in violation of Idaho Code § 18918(3)(b) .1 This is a misdemeanor citation and was prosecuted as Case No.: CR-2016-

"A household member who commits a battery, as defined in section 18-903, Idaho Code, against
another household member which does not result in traumatic injury is guilty of a misdemeanor

1

Case No.: CR-2016-0002152-FE
DECISION ON MOTION TO DISMISS
Page 1 of 11
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1401-MD in Bannock County. On February 10, 2016, the State of Idaho filed a Motion to
Dismiss the misdemeanor charge, which was granted, and re-filed charges against
Colvin alleging felony domestic abuse in violation of Idaho Code§ 18-918(2)(a).2 The
relevant difference in these two statutes is the additional element of a traumatic injury
required to elevate the crime from that of a misdemeanodo a felony.
Colvin then filed this Motion to Dismiss on the basis that Idaho Code § 19-3506
and Idaho Criminal Rule 48 prohibit the prosecution from filing any misdemeanor or
felony charge based upon the same statute for the same offense for which he was
already prosecuted.

DISCUSSION
Idaho Code § 19-3506 provides:
An order for the dismissal of the action, as provided in this chapter, is a
bar to any other prosecution for the same offense, if it is a misdemeanor;
but it is not a bar if the offense is a felony.
Idaho Criminal Rule 48 is nearly identical to the Statute and reads that "an order
for dismissal of a criminal action is a bar to any other prosecution for the same offense if
it is a misdemeanor, but it is not a bar if the offense is a felony." 3
These laws raise two questions which this Court must address. First, when is an
offense "the same offense" for purposes of barring any subsequent prosecution?

domestic battery." Idaho Code§ 18-918(3)(b).
"Any household member who in committing a battery, as defined in section 18-903, Idaho
Code, inflicts a traumatic injury upon any other household member is guilty of a felony." Idaho
Code§ 18-918(2)(a).
3 Idaho Criminal Rules 48(c).
2

Case No.: CR-2016-0002152-FE
DECISION ON MOTION TO DISMISS
Page 2 of 11
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Second, does the wording of the statute allow for the subsequent prosecution if it is a
misdemeanor, a felony, or neither? Both questions will be addressed in turn.
Same Offense
The first hurdle that Colvin must overcome in order to show that the decision
dismissing his first charge now acts as a bar to further proceedings is to show that both
proceedings involve the same offense. This situation is commonly known as double
jeopardy or the concept that a defendant cannot twice be charged for the same crime.
I.C. § 19-3506 and ICR 48 both make clear that when an order for the dismissal
of an action has been handed down it can act as a bar to any subsequent prosecution if
it is being brought for the same offense. Colvin contends that because the same facts or
transaction (i.e. the same act) underlies both his misdemeanor charge (which was
dropped) and his new felony charge that should act as a bar to the new charges brought
by the State. The Court agrees with Colvin that this is the same offense, but as will be
discussed in the following section, because the new charge is a felony, even though it is
the same offense it will not act as a complete bar.
In order to determine if a defendant is being subjected to double jeopardy, the
United States Supreme Court in Blockburger v. United States4 established a test to
determine what constitutes the same offense in a criminal case. The Court found that
"where the same act or transaction constitutes a violation of two distinct statutory

4

Blockburger v. United States, 284 U.S. 299, 52 S. Ct. 180, 76 L. Ed. 306 (1932).

Case No.: CR-2016-0002152-FE
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provisions, the test to be applied to determine whether there are two offenses or only
one, is whether each provision requires proof of a fact which the other does not. "5
In a recent Idaho case, State v. Hussain, 6 the Defendant was charged with one
count of soliciting a minor and one count of sexual abuse, or the actual physical
touching of that minor. The Defendant, Hussian, argued that because these events
were a single event he was being placed in a double jeopardy situation being charged
under both statutes. Applying the Blockburger test, the Court recognized that because
each crime required a separate element from each other, prosecuting Hussain under
both statutes did not violate his constitutional rights. Because solicitation was not an
element of the sexual contact subsection, and because sexual contact was not an
element of the solicitation subsection, thus requiring proof of different elements and
describing different crimes, Hussain was not placed in double jeopardy.
In this case, the facts are somewhat different. The state contends that because
there is one different element it is not the same crime, however this assertion falls short
of the mark as set out in Blockburger and illustrated in Hussain. The question is not
whether there exist a single differing element, but whether each statute contains an
element unique and apart from the other. Here, that is not the case.
Colvin was originally charged with misdemeanor domestic battery, which
specifies that anyone who commits a battery "against another household member which
does not result in traumatic injury is guilty of a misdemeanor domestic battery."7 The

5

Blockburger 284 U.S. at 304.
State v. Hussain, 143 Idaho 175, 139 P.3d 777, 778 (Ct. App. 2006).
7 Idaho Code§ 18-918(3)(b).
6
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State's re-filed charge of felony domestic battery indicates that anyone who while
committing a battery "inflicts a traumatic injury upon any other household member is
guilty of a felony."8 Unlike Hussain, only one of these statutes requires a different
element than the other. This situation is essentially what is known as a lesser included
offense. A lesser included offense is a term for a crime that is contained within a greater
crime; in other words, you can't commit the greater offense without committing the
lesser. Such is the situation with Colvin. He committed a battery against a household
member. Because a traumatic injury resulted, which is a requirement in the felony
statute, Colvin can be tried at the felony level. There is no other element that the
misdemeanor required that that felony does not. Colvin is being tried for the same
offense.
Misdemeanor/Felony
Although the Court does find that Colvin is being tried for the same offense, that
fact will only act as a bar to subsequent prosecution if the second part of I.C. § 19-3506
is met, i.e. "if it is a misdemeanor; but it is not a bar if the offense is a felony." Herein
however, lies the more difficult question in this case. What does the word "it" in the
sentence "if it is a misdemeanor'' mean? Similarly what does "the offense" in the
sentence "the offense is a felony" mean? Is the intent of the statute to address the
original charge or the new charge being brought?
Ordinarily, when a Court "must engage in statutory construction because an
ambiguity exists, it has the duty to ascertain the legislative intent and give effect to that

8

Idaho Code§ 18-918(2)(a).
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intent."9 Unfortunately, I.C. § 19-3506 was written over 150 years ago in 1864. No
legislative history was presented by either party to the Court, nor is the Court able to
locate any. Although ICR 48 was enacted over 100 years later, in 1979, similarly, no
legislative history or comments are given to aid in the interpretation of the rule. In light of
that the Court must provide a reasonable interpretation of the statute in order to
determine the outcome of the instant case.
Colvin would have the Court believe that the word "it" references the original
crime and therefore because it was a misdemeanor, new charges cannot be brought.
To rewrite the sentence in this vein would look something like the following: An order for
the dismissal of the action, as provided in this chapter, is a bar to any other prosecution
for the same offense, if the original charge is a misdemeanor; but it is not a bar if the
offense (original charge) is a felony. Thus under Calvin's interpretation, the Court
should look to the original charge and find that only charges that were originally felonies
may be re-filed.
The State on the other hand, contends that the word "it" refers instead to the new
charges and should read something like the following: An order for the dismissal of the
action, as provided in this chapter, is a bar to any other prosecution for the same
offense, if the new charge is a misdemeanor; but it is not a bar if the offense (new
charge) is a felony. Thus under the State's interpretation, the Court looks instead to the

new charge and if the new charge is a misdemeanor it is barred, but if the new charge is

State v. Bradshaw, 155 Idaho 437,439,313 P.3d 765, 767 (Ct. App. 2013) (citing State v.
Beard, 135 Idaho 641,646, 22 P.3d 116, 121 (Ct.App.2001)).
9
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a felony it can proceed. Under this analysis it would appear that is does not matter what
the original charge was as long as the new charge is a felony. Case law in Idaho is
scarce in addressing this issue.
In 1959, the Supreme Court of Idaho held in State v. Barter10 that the state was
barred from bringing misdemeanor charges against a person who had already been
acquitted of the same misdemeanor charges because "the offense .. . is a
misdemeanor."11 This however offers no clarity for this Court because the Appellate
Court did not specify whether it was referring to the original or subsequent charge. That
was most likely the situation because the charges were identical; all that changed was
the location of the crime identified in the charge. This case could be viewed as favorable
to both sides in our present case, namely because the charges were both
misdemeanors thus bolstering their respective perspectives.
Additionally, in State v. Hinostroza, 12 the Court of Appeals noted that "Idaho
Code § 19--3506, by its express terms, bars subsequent prosecution only if the charge
dismissed is a misdemeanor. It does not prevent the state from further prosecuting a
defendant where, as in this case, the charge dismissed is a felony." 13 This would appear
to also strengthen both sides' arguments, until one notices that this still leaves the
current case unresolved. In Hinostroza, the defendant was originally charged with a
felony and then subsequently charged with a felony as well. Such a situation does
maintain that when "the charge dismissed is a felony" and a felony is subsequently

State v. Barter, 80 Idaho 552,335 P.2d 887,889 (1959).
Barter, 80 Idaho 552 at 556.
12 State v. Hinostroza, 114 Idaho 621,623, 759 P.2d 912,914 (Ct. App. 1988).
13 Hinostroza, 114 Idaho 621 at 623.

10

11
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brought the court will allow it, and if (again in accordance with Barter) "only if the

charge dismissed is a misdemeanor" and a misdemeanor is subsequently brought
the court will deny it. From these cases we see that a· misdemeanor cannot follow a
misdemeanor (regardless of the position you take in reference to the word "it") but that a
felony can follow a felony (again because both the first and second charge is the same,
the wording of the statute is clear that a felony is allowed irrespective of the word "it")
but neither explicitly state the situation of this case where a misdemeanor is followed by
a felony.
Helpful to the Court is the fact in State v. Barlow's Inc., 14 the Idaho Court of
Appeals referred to State v. Barter, and stated that "[f]ollowing an order of dismissal,
I.C. § 19-3506 bars any subsequent misdemeanor prosecution for the same offense," 15
(emphasis added) thus indicating, that the word "it" refers to the subsequent charge
rather than the original charge.
Additionally, in a dissenting opinion in 1991, Justice Bistline of the Idaho
Supreme Court argued that in the underlying case, in which the Defendant was being
charged with a misdemeanor DUI and not a felony DUI, "[t]he felony/misdemeanor
distinction makes all the difference in an I.C. § 19-3506 challenge, as the statute may
act to bar the prosecution of misdemeanors, but not felonies," 16 presumably referring to
new prosecutions.

14 State

v. Barlow's, Inc., 111 Idaho 958,960, 729 P.2d 433,435 (Ct. App. 1986).
Barlow's, 111 Idaho 958 at 960.
16 State v. Beach, 119 Idaho 837,839,810 P.2d 1123, 1125 (1991).
15
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This Court interprets Section 19-3506 and specifically the word "it" to be a
reference to the subsequent prosecution rather than the original charge. The Court
views the statute to read as follows: an order for the dismissal of the action, as provided
in this chapter, is a bar to any other prosecution for the same offense, if the
subsequent prosecution is a misdemeanor; but the order for dismissal is not a bar if
the offense, as identified in the new prosecution, is a felony. Therefore, because
Calvin's subsequent charge was a felony charge (regardless of the fact that the original
charge was a misdemeanor) the order of dismissal will not act as a bar to the State
bringing the new charges.
It is also important to note that a dismissal of an action is not the same as
acquittal. Frequently charges are dismissed, amended, dropped, waived, or added as
new information is discovered, deals/plea bargains are reached, or statutes are
changed or amended. It would have been best in the instant case if the State had
simply amended their complaint, but they did not, rather electing to dismiss and re-file.
As stated however, Colvin should not have taken the dismissal of his charge to mean
innocence or acquittal.
Idaho Code§ 19-1717 states that "if the defendant was formerly acquitted on the
ground of variance between the indictment and the proof, or the indictment was
dismissed upon an objection to its form or substance, or in order to hold the
defendant for a higher offense, without a judgment of acquittal, it is not an acquittal of
the same offense." (Emphasis added). Under Idaho Code § 19-1303 this provision is
also applicable to criminal proceedings brought by information rather than indictment. It
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is clear then that Section 19-1717 specifically contemplated the situation in which a
dismissal of a proceeding occurs in order to bring higher charges against a defendant
and absent a formal judgment of acquittal the defendant will still be held responsible for
such crime.
Here we have such a situation. Colvin's charges were dismissed in order to bring
higher charges against him to more accurately reflect the crime he allegedly committed.
No acquittal was issued in conjunction with the dismal therefore Colvin can still be
charged for his offense.
CONCLUSION

The new charge against Colvin does in fact charge him with the same offense as
the original charge because only one statute has an additional element not required in
the other. Therefore, the State cannot rely on the "same offense" language of the
statute. However, because the subsequent charge is a felony, even though the charges
are for the same, or lesser included offense, the order of dismissal will not act as a bar
to the State's refilling of new charges. The Motion to Dismiss is denied.
It is so ordered.

o-lh

DATED this cC

day of April, 2016.

~
DAVID C. NYE
District Judge

.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~day of April, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the
manner indicated.
Bannock County Prosecutor

J. Scott Andrew
Office of the Public Defender

0U.S.Mail
121 E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
D Fax: 236-7288
0U.S.Mail

121 E-Mail

D Courthouse Box
0Fax:

Robert Poleki
CLERK OF THE COURT
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-

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

-

-

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY oiPr1t!UTY·Cf RX
STATEOFIDAHOvs. ::Tkc.M:4',

Colv,h-

Case No. C..R-~iui ·-7..152.--fE,

(._r-....."L

True Legal Name:
Address:

~\iu........,-.

Cil"···I\

Age:'1fi__

(offi:£)'°2,~ ~.:::z£h, ~

Charge(s) Pleading Guilty To:
DOk'.'",.£$t:~, {' -C:,c...-'A-e,rTI

DOB:

Maximum Possible Penalty:

10 ljuJ~ OJ\.J vto, oca

·tr""-A

STATEMENT OF RIGHTS & EXPLANATION OF WAIVERS BY PLEA OF GUILTY
(PLEASE INITIAL EACH RESPONSE)

1. You have the right to remain silent. You do not have to say anything about the crime(s) you

are accused of committing. If you elected to have a trial, the state could not call you as a
witness or ask you any questions. However; anything you do say can be used as evidence
against you in court.
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving or giving up my right to remain silent
(Initials).
before and during trial.

::'.11:L

2. The waiver of your right to remain silent only applies to your plea of guilty to the crime(s) in
this case. Even after pleading guilty, you will still have the right to refuse to answer any
question or to provide any information that might tend to show you committed some other
crime(s). You can also refuse to answer or provide any information that might tend to
increase the punishment for the crime(s) to which you are pleading guilty.
I understand that by pleading guilty to the crime(s) in this case, I still have the right to remain
silent with respect to any other crime(s) and with respect to answering questions or providing
information that may increase my sentence.
(Initials).

:-:re:,.

3. You are presumed to be innocent. You would be found guilty if: I) you plead guilty in front
of the judge, or 2) you are found guilty at a jury trial.
I understand__l.hat by pleading guilty I am waiving or giving up my right to be presumed
(Initials).
hmocent. 'l (..,
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4. You have the right to a speedy and public jury trial. A jury trial is a court hearing to
determine whether you are guilty or not guilty of the charge(s) brought against you. In a
jury trial, you have the right to present evidence in your defense and to testify in your own
defense. The state must convince each and every juror of your guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt.
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving or giving up my right to a speedy and
public jury trial.~~
(Initials).

5. You have the right to confront the witnesses against you. This occurs during a jury trial
where the state must prove its case by calling witnesses to testify under oath in front of you,
the jury, and your attorney. Your attorney could then cross-examine (question) each witness.
You could also call your own witnesses of your choosing to testify concerning your guilt or
innocence. If you do not have the funds to bring those witnesses to court, the state will pay
the cost of bringing your witnesses to court.
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving or giving up my right to confront the
witnesses against me, and present witnesses and evidence in my defense. · ~
(Initials).
6. The State has the burg,en of proving you guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

I understand that by pleading gui~ am waiving my right to require the State to prove my
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. / C..... (Initials)

7. I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving or giving up any and all rights I have as a
defendant in a criminal case, under the Constitution of th~nited States and the Constitution
of the State of Idaho, whether listed in this form or not. ~
(Initials).
QUESTIONS REGARDING PLEA

Please answer every question. If you do not understand a question,
consult your attorney before answering.
PLEASE CIRCLE ONE

@No

1. Do you read and write the English language?
If NO, have you been provided with an interpreter to help you
fill out this form?

2. What was the highest grade in school that you completed? \ 'l,,+;P--

YES

NO

.

a) If you did not complete high school, have you received either a general education diploma
(GED) or high school equivalency (HSE) diploma?

GUILTY PLEA QUESTIONNAIRE.
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3. Have you ever been diagnosed with and/or counseled or treated for a mental illness,~se
or disorder?
YES "®)
a) If so, what was the diagnosis and when was it made?

------------

b) Are you currently under the care ofa mental health professional?

YES@g)

c) Are you currently talcing medication for mental health issues?

YES@

d) If so, what is the medication you are currently talcing? - - - - - - - - - - - -

4. In the 24 hours prior to filling out this questionnaire, have you taken any med~ns,
whether prescribed or not, drugs, or alcoholic beverages?
YES ~
a) IfYES, what have you taken? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - b) Because of any medications, drugs or alcohol you have taken that are listed above, are you
UNABLE to understand the questions in this questionnaire and/or correctly
answer them?
YES

@

c) Are you currently addicted to any drug, including alcohol?~\~1'.l\)@ NO

5. Is there any reason that you would be unable to make an informed and voluntary d e ~ to
·plead guilty in this case?
YES ~
a) If Yes, what is the reason you cannot make an informed and voluntary decision to plead
guilty? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

b) Is this a North Carolina v. Alford plea?
c) If you are entering an Alford Plea, do you understand that the Court will consider~st
as guilty as if you entered a non-Alford plea?
YES ~

'@ Ther~ are two types of plea agreements. Please. ini~ial the ONE paragraph below which
describes the type of plea agreement you l;l,fe entenng mto:
a) I understand that my plea agreement is a binding plea agreement. This means that if the
district court does not impose the specific sentence as recommended by both parties, I will be
allowed to withdraw my plea of guilty and proceed to a jury trial.
(Initials).
~ I understand that my plea agreement is a non-binding plea agreement. This means that
court is not bound by the agreement or any sentencing recommendations, and may
impose any sentence authorized by law, inchiding the maximum sentence stated above,
which can be imposed without the possibility of probation and/or parole. Because the court is

''fie'
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not bound by the agreement, if the district co~ooses not to follow the agreement, I will
(Initials).
not have the right to withdraw my guilty plea.~

~

8. Are you pleading guilty to more than one crime?
YES
a) If YES, do you understand that your sentences for the crimes could be served either
concurrently (at the same time) or consecutively (one after the other)?
YES NO
@is this a conditional guilty plea, meaning you are reserving your right to ap~re-trial
issues or decisions?
~ NO
a) I YES, what issue are you reserving the right to appeal? ~\0~ ~

"s . . .

~Have you waived or given up your right to appeal your judgment of conviction and ~ e
as part of your plea agreement?
YES NO

11. Has anyone (including any law enforcement officer) threatened you or done a n ~ to
make You enter this plea against your will?
YES~
a) If YES, who made such a threat and how was it made? - - - - - - - - - - - 12. Has any person promised you that you will receive any special sentence, reward, f ~ l e
treatment, or leniency with regard to the plea you are about to enter?
YES ~
a) If YES, what are those promises and who made them? - - - - - - - - - - - -

~

13. Have you been represented by an attorney at all stages of these proceedings?
NO
a) Have you had sufficient time to discuss your case with your attorney?
~ NO
b) Have you told your attorney everything you know about the crime, includin~
any witnesses you know that would show your innocence?
.
~ NO
c) Have you fully discussed all the facts and circumstances surrounding the~with your
YES NO
attorney?
d) Has your attorney discussed with you the nature of the charges against you, t e elements
of the crime you have been charged with, any evidence provided by the prosecutor in your
case, any possible defenses you may have to the charges, and the consequenlef pleading
NO
guilty?
e) Has your attorney discussed your Constitutional and Civil rights?
·.
NO
f) Are you fully satisfied with the representation of your attorney?
YES NO
i)
If not, please state why you are dissatisfied.

g) Is there anything you requested your attorney to do that has not been done, includi~rfn.ipg
any motions or other requests in this case?
YES ~
IfYES, please e x p l a i n . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

GUILTY PLEA QUESTIONNAIRE
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h) To the best of your knowledge, has your attorney discussed with you al!-~osed plea
agreements offered by the prosecuting attorney?
~ NO
(Missouri v. Frye, 132 S.Ct. 1399)
YES ~
i) Do you want your attorney to take any further action in this case?

14. Do you understand that by pleading guilty you will waive or give up any ~nses, both
\¥E.s1 NO
factual and legal, that you believe you may have in this case?
15. Do you claim any violation of your Constitutional or Civil rights?
YES@
a) If YES, what rights do you claim have been violated? - - - - ~ - - - - - - -

16. Do you understand that if you enter an unconditional guilty plea in this case you will not be
able to challenge any rulings that came before the guilty plea including: 1) any searches or
seizures that occurred in your case, 2) any issues concerning the method or manner of your
~
arrest, and 3) any issues about any statements you may have made to law
enforcement?
~ NO
17. Do you understand that when you plead guilty, you are admitting the truth of~~and every
~ NO
allegation contained in the charge(s) to which you plead guilty?

18. Are you currently on probation or parole?
YES ~
a) If so, do you understand that a plea of guilty in this case could be the basi~ violation
of that probation or parole?
~ NO

19. Are you aware that if you are not a citizen of the United States, the entry of a plea or making
of factual admissions could have consequences of deportation or removal, loss of permanent
legal status, inability to obtain legal status in the United States, or denial of an~cation for
~ NO
United States citizenship?
a) If you are not a citizen of the United States, have you talked to your attorney about the
impact of your guilty plea on deportation, on your legal status in the United States and on
obtaining United States citizenship? (Padilla v. Kentucky, 130 S.Ct. 1473 (2010))
YES NO

20. Does the crime to which you will plead guilty require you to register as a sex offende~
(See I.C. § 18-8304) _
YES ~
a) Has your attorney advised you that if the Court orders a psychosexual evaluation for
purposes of sentencing, you have a right to not answer questions in that evaluation?
(Estrada v. State, 143 Idaho 558, 149 P.3d 833).
YES NO
21. Are you aware that if you plead guilty you may be required to pay restitution ~victims in
~ NO
..t4is case? (See I.C. § 19-5304)
@) Have you agreed to pay restitution to any other party as a condition of your plea
agreement?
YES NO
1) IfYES, how much must you pay and to whom? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

b) If the amount of restitution has not been agreed upon, do you understand that you cannot
withdraw your guilty plea even if the restitution amount is determined to be ~~r than you
thought it might be or should he?
~ NO
GUILTY PLEA QUESTIONNAIRE
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22. Is there a mandatory driver's license suspension as a result of a guilty plea in this cas~

a) If YES, for how long must your license be suspended? _ _ _ _ __

YES~

23. Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which a mandatory domestic violence, substance
abuse, or psychosexual evaluation is required? (J.C. §§ 18-918(7)(a),-8005(9),;....,~)
~ NO
@Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you may be required to pay the ~ of
prosecution and investigation? (LC.§ 37-2732A(k)), (I.C.R. 33(d)(2))
YES ~
a) If so, have you and the State agreed upon the amount of this reimbursement?
YES NO
i)
If you have, what is the amount? - - - - - - - - - - - - - 25. Do you understand that by pleading guilty to a felony, you run the risk that i ~ have new

felony charges in the future, you could be charged as a persistent violator?
~ NO
a) Do you understand that if you are convicted as a persistent violator, the ~nee in the
~ NO
new case could be life imprisonment?
26. Do you understand that you will be required to submit a DNA sample and th~rint to the

State ofldaho? (I.C. § 19-5506).

~

NO

@Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which the court could impose a fine.for a c~of
violence ofup to $5,000, payable to the victim of the crime? (I.C. § 19-5307)YES ~

28. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, during the period of your sentence,
you will lose the following rights:
a) Your right to vote in Idaho? (ID. CONST. art. 6, § 3)
NO
b) Your right to hold public office in Idaho? (In. CONST. art. 6, § 3)
NO
c) Your right to perform jury service in Idaho? (ID. CONST. art. 6, § 3)
NO
d) Your right to purchase, possess, or carry firearms? (I.C. § 18-310)

NO

29. Do you understand that no one, including your attorney, can force you to plea~~ty in this
~ NO
case?
30. Are you entering your plea freely and voluntarily?

~

NO

31. Are you pleading guilty because you did commit the acts alleged in the ~ation or
indictment?
~ NO
32. If you were provided with an interpreter to help you fill out this form, have you ~ y

trouble llllderstanding your interpreter?

YES

~

33, Have you had any trouble answering any of the questions in this form which you c ~ o t

resolve by discussing the issue with your attorney?

GUILTY PLEA QUESTIONNAIRE
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34. Were you able to ask your attorney any questions you had about any questio2this form
that you did not understand?
~ ) NO

IF YOUR GUILTY PLEA WAS REACHED AS A RESULT OF CRIMINAL
MEDIATION YOU NEED TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUE,STIONS:
35. Did you voluntarily enter mediation?
36. Were you satisfied with how the mediation was conducted?
37. Did anyone force you, or coerce you, to enter into the plea agreement
in the mediation?

YES~
YES NO
YES

NO

I have answered the questions on pages 1-7 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form truthfully,
correctly, and of my own free will. I understand all of the questions and answers herein,
have discussed each question and answer with my attorney, and have completed this form
freely and voluntarily. Furthennore, no one has threatened me to do so.

Dated this

Z?,~ of

~

, 20~.

~(ck\~k-I hereby acknowledge that I have discussed, in detail, the foregoing questions and answers
with my client
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Assigned to: _ _ _ _
Assigned: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ZOl.6 JUN
Sixth Judicial District Court, State of Idaho
In and For the County of Bannock
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT AND EVALUATl9::1Jl1S

... 7 AM fp 32

~'8~;t:'t;if~~:uii1e~yr;c~&.t6:,;~;;:~i--

STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No: CR-2016-0002152-FE

ORDER FOR PRE - SENTENCE INVESTIGATION
REPORT
CHARGE(s):

Thomas Cruz Colvin
950 Willow
Pocatello, ID 83201

118-918(2){a) Battery-Domestic Violence Inflicting Traumatic Injury

ROA : PS101- Order for Presentence Investigation Report

On this Monday, June 06, 2016, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable David C
Nye to be completed for Court appearance on:
Monday, August 08, 2016 at: 08:30 AM at the above stated courthou.se.

D Behavioral Health Assessments waived by the Court (PS101 ROA code)
D Waiver under IC 19-2524 2 (e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or facility
Other non-§19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI:

D Sex Offender D Domestic Violence D Other
PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation
WHJ/JOC D Probation D PD Reimb D Fine
denial of his Motion to Dismiss.

D

ACJ

D

Restitution

.

Evaluator:

D

Other: Defendant is preserving his right to appeal the

DEFENSE COUNSEL: J. Scott Andrew
PROSECUTOR: Brian Trammell
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY:

D YES

DO YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER?

0 NO
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COURT MINUTES
CR-2016-0002152-FE
State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
Hearing type: Further Proceedings
Hearing date: 6/6/2016
Time: 10:00 am
Judge: David C Nye
Courtroom: Room #300, Third Floor
Court reporter: Stephanie Morse
Minutes Clerk: Amy Beers
Defense Attorney: J. Scott Andrew
Prosecutor: Ashley Graham

10:00

Begins
DA Andrew, outlines agreement
PA Graham, concurs
Defendant questioned, pleads G, reserves right to appeal denial of motion to
dismiss, sentencing set for 8/8/16 at 8:30 a.m., PSI due 8/1/16, OR Release
continues, NCO remains in effect

10:07

End
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
Case No:CR-2016-0002152-FE

vs.
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Defendant.
The above named Defendant appeared in Court on the

5th

day of June, 2016, with

his counsel, J. Scott Andrew, for further proceedings. Ashley Graham, Bannock County
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, appeared on behalf of the State of Idaho. Stephanie Morse
was the Court Reporter.
At the outset, the Defendant moved to withdraw his plea of Not Guilty heretofore
entered and there being no objection, said Motion was GRANTED.
When asked by the Court, the Defendant entered a plea of GUilTY to the charge
of DOMESTIC BATTERY, Idaho Codes §18-903 and §18-918(2)(a) and submitted his
signed and completed Questionnaire to the Court. Following questioning by the Court, the
Defendant's plea was accepted as being voluntarily and knowingly given.

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
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The Defendant then reserved his right to appeal the decision to deny his Motion to
Dismiss.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the SENTENCING in this matter be and the same
is hereby set for MONDAY, AUGUST 8, 2016 AT THE HOUR OF 8:30 A.M. at the
Bannock County Courthouse, Pocatello, Idaho before the undersigned Judge.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the DUE DATE for the pre-sentence investigation
report shall be AUGUST 1, 2016 BY NO LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. WITH COPIES

DELIVERED TO THE COURT AND COUNSEL BY SAID DATE.
DATED this

7 Iii

day of June, 2016.

~~~

DAVIDCNYE
District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of June, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the
manner indicated.
Bannock County Prosecutor

0U.S.Mail
~ E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
D Fax: 236-7288

J. Scott Andrew
Office of the Public Defender

0U.S.Mail
~ E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
0Fax:

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
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(J
Probation & Parole

0U.S.Mail
~ E-Mail
Courthouse Box
Fax: 237-2624

D
D

Robert Poleki
CLERK OF THE COURT

By:,~a~~~.~~Dep~T
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COURT MINUTES
CR-2016-0002152-FE
State of Idaho vs. Thomas Cruz Colvin
Hearing type: Sentencing
Hearing date: 8/8/2016
Time: 10:59 am
Judge: David C Nye
Courtroom: Room #300, Third Floor
Court reporter: Stephanie Morse
Minutes Clerk: Amy Beers
Defense Attorney: J. Scott Andrew
Prosecutor: Ryan Godfrey

10:59

Begins
DA Andrew, corrections, recommendations
PA Godfrey, recommendations
Def statement to the Court

11:12

SENT: WHJ, 4 years probation, standard terms and conditions of probation, 120
days of disc jail time, court costs, PD, fine, DNA cost, restitution open for 30 days,
$SO/month starting 9/5/16, anger management court completion, outpatient
substance abuse treatment, NCO extended through probation, appeal rights
given

11:15

End
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No:CR-2016-0002152-FE

MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER OF
PROBATION

vs.

THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,

WITHHELD JUDGMENT
Defendant.

The above named Defendant appeared in Court on the
with his counsel, J. Scott Andrew, for sentencing.

ath

day of August, 2016,

Ryan Godfrey, Bannock County

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, appeared on behalf of the State of Idaho. Stephanie Morse
was the Court Reporter.
On June 6, 2016, the Defendant entered a plea of GUILTY to the charge of

DOMESTIC BATTERY, Idaho Codes §18-903 and§18-918(2)(a).
A pre-sentence investigation report was received and reviewed by the Court. The
Court received corrections and objections to the report from Defendant's counsel. The
Court heard comments and recommendations from respective counsel and a statement
from the Defendant.

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
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The Defendant was asked by the Court if he had any legal cause to show why
judgment should not be pronounced against him, and none was shown.
Therefore:

WITHHELD JUDGMENT AND ORDER OF PROBATION
IT JS THE JUDGMENT of this Court that the judgment in this matter be and the
same is hereby WITHHELD for a period of FOUR (4) YEARS and the Defendant is hereby
placed on probation to the Idaho State Board of Corrections for said term.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to I.C. §19-5507{2), the Defendant, if not
incarcerated, shall report within 10 working days from the date of sentencing to the Idaho
Department of Corrections for the collection of a DNA sample and thumbprint impression
in accordance with procedures established by the bureau of forensic services. The
Defendant is further notified that failure to provide the required DNA sample and/or
thumbprint impression is a felony. Defendant's compliance with this order is a condition of
probation and failure to comply with this order may result in violation of probation.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that in addition to the standard terms and conditions
(attached hereto) and the ones imposed by the Board of Corrections, this Court imposes
the following special terms and conditions:
1.

The Defendant shall be responsible for the payment of
restitution to the victim in this matter. The State will
have 30 days to submit a restitution request.

2.

The Defendant shall pay a fine in the amount of

$1,000.00.
3.

The Defendant shall pay the sum of $750.00 to the

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER OF PROBATION - WITHHELD JUDGMENT
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County for costs of defense, pursuant to Idaho Code
19-854. The sum so paid shall be remitted to the
County Auditor who shall deposit said amount directly
into the District Court Fund in and for Bannock County.
4.

The Defendant shall pay Statutory Court Costs in the
amount of $275.50.

5.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §19-5506(6), you shall pay
$100.00 for the cost of collecting the DNA sample
and/or thumbprint impression. This amount will be
collected by the Courts and paid directly to the Idaho
State Police - Forensic Services, 700 S. Stratford
Drive, Meridian, ID 83642.

Payments shall commence on the 5th day of September,
2016. at the rate of $50 per month.
PAYMENTS ARE TO BE MADE AT THE OFFICE OF
BONDS & FINES, BANNOCK COUNTY COURTHOUSE,
POCATELLO, IDAHO 83201.

6.

Your probation officer will be granted ONE HUNDRED
TWENTY (120) DAYS of discretionary jail time.

7.

The NO CONTACT ORDER in this matter will remain in
effect·until AUGUST 8, 2020.

8.

You will complete the 52 week Anger Management
course.

DEFENDANT IS HEREWITH ADVISED THAT VIOLATION OF ANY OF THE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH HEREIN, THOSE SET FORTH IN THE
PROBATION AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO WITH THE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS
AND ANY CONDITIONS SET FORTH IN ANY ORDER FOR WORK RELEASE
GRANTED THE DEFENDANT SHALL BE CONSIDERED BY THE COURT AS A
VIOLATION OF HIS PROBATION.

Case No. CR-2016-0002152-FE
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that if the Defendant lives up to all of the terms and
conditions of his probation, the provisions of I.C. 19-2604(1) shall apply. However, in the
event, the Defendant violates any of the terms and conditions of his probation, he will be
brought back into Court and the sentence heretofore suspended will be reinstated.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the pre-sentence investigation report shall be
sealed by Court order, and thereafter cannot be opened without a Court order authorizing
release of the report or parts thereof.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any surety, cash, or property bond posted, if any,
is hereby EXONERATED.
Defendant is herewith advised that in the event said Defendant desires to appeal
the foregoing sentence, said appeal must be filed with the Idaho Supreme Court no later
than forty-two (42) days from the date said sentence is imposed.
DATED this

/0.,4 day of August, 2016.

<=+Ji~&~"~~:::::-:__

DAVIDC NYE
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the / ~ of August, 2016, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the
manner indicated.
Bannock County Prosecutor

0U.S. Mail
lxJ E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
D Fax: 236-7288

J. Scott Andrew
Office of the Public Defender

D U.S. Mail
1xJ E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
0Fax:

Probation & Parole

Idaho State Police - BCI

0U.S.Mail
lxJ E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
D Fax: 237-2624
0U.S. Mail

IX] E-Mail

D Courthouse Box
0Fax:

Judicial Enforcement

0U.S. Mail

IX] E-Mail

D Courthouse Box
0Fax:

Court Services

D U.S. Mail
I.Zl E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
0Fax:
Robert Poleki
CLERK OF THE COURT

By:

~.&3u44-/'.'.
Depu er k
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STANDARD TERMS & CONDITIONS OF PROBATION
•

•

You are advised that initialing each of these conditions and signing at the bottom does not constitute a promise
by the Court, by the State of Idaho, or by your attorney that the Court will grant you probation at the time of
sentencing or disposition in your case. Reviewing and agreeing to these Standard Terms and Conditions of
Probation gives you the opportunity to be aware of and agree to these terms in the event the Court may decide
that you should be placed on probation. Should the Court decide to place you on probation the Court may also
impose terms and conditions of probation in addition to those listed here.
The Defendant should initial each term in the box and date and sign at the bottom. Doing so is an agreement to
be bound by and to follow each and every term and condition should the Court place you on probation.

1. ..f(L.J You must comply with all terms and conditions imposed by me or by your probation officer.
2.

<['ft...] You will pay the cost of the supervision fee to the Dept. of Probation & Parole unless that fee is waived.

flt...:)

You must remain gainfully employed and not change employment without the consent of your probation officer;
or you must be enrolled in a fuU time vocational or educational program and cannot withdraw from such program without
the consent of your probation officer, unless either or both of these conditions are excused by your probation officer.
3.

fl~

4.
You must obey all laws of the City, County, State and Federal Government, and shall not commit any offen~~
where a fine of more than $75 or a jail term could be imposed.
5. ·'[tq You must not associate with any person on probation or involved in criminal activity, or any person designated by
your probation officer as an inappropriate association.
6. {\t.-J You must not consume or possess, on your person or in any other location, alcoholic beverages or enter any bar
and/or establishment where the sale of alcohol is a primary source of income.
7. ~ You must not use or possess, on your person or in any other location, any controlled substance, or any other drug,

including but not limited to substances that purport to mimic the effects of marijuana, such as spice, any of its derivatives
and/or related substances, unless prescribed by a licensed physician for a legitimate medical condition, and only as
approved by your probation officer.
8. t(t..-J You must submit to any blood, breath or urine testing requested by the Court, your probation officer, or any law
enforcement official. An untimely, invalid, adulterated or diluted test will be considered a testing failure.

flU You must obtain any evaluations, counseling or treatment requested by your probation officer.
10. '!\CJ You will pay all restitution and other costs imposed by the court, and if you have not paid all your restitution or
9.

other costs before your probation term expires, then your probation tenn will continue until you have paid them in full.

f\CJ-

11.
Any discretionary jail and/or community service time ordered by the Court may be imposed by your probation
officer without a hearing before the Court. If you wish to contest the imposition of discretionary jail and/or community
service time you may request a hearing before the Court after your discretionary jail and/or community service time has
been imposed. You may not he released from jail while serving discretionary jail time without an order of the Court.
Anytime you are incarcerated, you must obey all the rules and regulations of that facility.

,.1-tiJ.

l'fflvember 2012

1
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\ 12.
You wiU submit to a search of your person, residence, vehicle, and/or property at any time by any police officer
or probation officer, without a search warrant, to determine whether you are in compliance with your probation terms and
conditions.

ffLJ

13.
You shall not purchase, carry or have in your possession, home or automobile any weapons of any kind,
including but not limited to fireanns and/or explosives.

l4.{1c-J- You cannot change your residence without first obtaining permission from your probation officer.
15

.1{L.3 You must report to your probation officer whenever directed to, and observe all curfew restrictions.

l 6.1{c...] Your level of supervision, including caseload type and electronic monitoring, shall be determined by the Idaho
Department of Corrections.

:1{L.]

17
You cannot leave the Sixth Judicial District, which consists of Bannock, Caribou, Franklin, Bear Lake, Oneida
and Power counties, without the written permission of your probation officer. If you do leave the Sixth Judicial District
either with or without permission, you waive or give up extradition from any other location to the State.ofldaho and agree
that you will not contest any effort to return you to the State ofidaho.
I understand, accept, and agree to abide by these probation terms and conditions should the Court decide to place
me on probation.

Date:

S-22r:[{p

I hereby acknowledge that I have discussed, in detail, the foregoing Standard Terms and Conditions of
Probation with my client.
Date:

5 --a. '3-

November 2012

I lP

AttomeySignature:

S3tS~g,

.J

2
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RANDALL D. SCHULTHIES
Chief Bannock County Public Defender
P. 0. Box 4147
Pocatello, Idaho 83205
(208) 236-7040

J. SCOTT ANDREW
Deputy Public Defender
I.S.B. #4824

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-2016-2152-FE

NOTICE OF APPEAL

COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through J. Scott Andrew, Deputy Bannock County
Public Defender, and hereby appeals the decision of the District Court as follows:
1.

The title of the action or proceeding and the number assigned to the action or

proceeding is: State ofIdaho v. Thomas Cruz Colvin, Bannock County Case CR-2016-2152-FE.
2.

The title of the court which heard the proceeding is the District Court of the Sixth

Judicial District, in and for the County of Bannock, the Honorable David C. Nye, District Judge,
presiding.
3.

Thomas Colvin, Defendant, is the appealing party. The Defendant was

represented by the Bannock County Public Defender's Office, specifically, J. Scott Andrew,
whose address is P.O. Box 4147, Pocatello, ID 83205, whose phone number is (208) 236-7040,
and whose e-mail address is sandrew@bannockcounty.us,. The adverse party is the State of
Idaho, who was represented by the Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney's Office.
4.

The order appealed from is the Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to

NOTICE OF APPEAL

I
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Dismiss entered on April 9, 2016.

5.

The issue on appeal is the following:
a.

6.

Did the District Court err by denying Defendant's Motion to Dismiss.

The Defendant/Appellant has a right to appeal pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule

1 l(c)(l) and (6).

7.

The Defendant/Appellant requests a partial transcript of the proceedings,

specifically, the Defendant/Appellant requests a transcript of the hearing held on March 30,
2016.
8.

A copy of the standard record as set forth in I.A.R. 28 is requested. In addition,

the Defendant requests that the record include the Defendant's Brief in Support of Motion to
Dismiss, and the attachments/exhibits attached thereto.

9.

There are no exhibits requested to be sent to the Supreme Court.

10.

The Defendant/Appellant is not aware of any order that has been entered sealing

any part of the record or proceedings.

11.

Contemporaneously with the filing of this appeal, a copy of this notice of appeal

has been served upon the court reporter, the Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney's Office and
the Idaho Attorney General's Office as indicated on the attached certificate of service.
DATED this

znd

day of September, 2016.

J. SCOTT ANDREW
Deputy Public Defender

NOTICE OF APPEAL

2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 2nd day of September, 2016, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document upon the following person(s) in the manner
indicated:
Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney
Bannock County Courthouse
624 East Center St.
P.O.BoxP
Pocatello, ID 83201

[
[
[
[

Idaho Attorney General's Office
Attn: Criminal Appellate Division
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

[ ] Hand Delivery
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] E-mail
[ ] Designated Courthouse Box

Stephanie Morse
Court Reporter
624 E. Center St.
Pocatello, ID 8320 I

[
[
[
[

NOTICE OF APPEAL

]
]
]
]

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Facsimile
E-mail
f,!] Designated Courthouse Box

]
]
]
]

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Facsimile
E-mail
f't] Designated Courthouse Box
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUD1C1AL DISTRICT OF THE,
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

ST.A.TE OF IDAHO
.

.

.

.

Case No.: CR-2016-0002152.;fE

Plaintiff;

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND OROER
ON MOTION TO DISMISS

V.

THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Hon. David C. Nye

Defendant.
.

..

On March 11, 2016, Defendant Thomas Cruz Ct>lvinfiled a Motion to Dismiss the
pending action against him. The Court heard oral arguments on March 30, 2016 and
took the matter under advisement. After reviewing the record and the briefing in this

·. matter, the Court now issues the: following decision. denying Calvin's Motion to Dismiss.
BACKGROUND
On January 26, 2016, Colvin was issued a citation by the Pocatello Police
Department for the offense of Domestic Battery in violation of Idaho Code § 18-

918(3}(b).1 This is a misdemeanor citation and was prosecuted as Case No.: CR.;2016-

"A household member who commits a battery, as defined in section 1.8~903, Idaho Code, against
another household member which does not resttlt in traUinatkiajury is guilty of a misdemeanor
1

Case No.: CR~2016-D00it52-FE
DECIS10N.ONM0Tl0NTO DISMISS
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1401-MD in Bannock County. On February 10, 2016, the State ofldaho filed a Motion to
Dismiss the misdemeanor charge; which was granted, and re-filed charges against

i

Colvin alleging felony domestic abuse in violati'on of Idaho Code § 18;.918{2)(a);2 The
relevant difference in thes€! two statutes is the additional element of a traumatic injury

f
!

required to elevate the crime from that of a misdemeanor to a felony.

i

Colvin then filed this Motion to Dismiss on. the basis that Idaho Code§ 19-3506 ·
and Idaho Criminal Rule 48 prohibit the prosecution from filing any misdemeanor or

I
i

felony charge based upon the same statute for the same offense for which he was

l.
I

already prosecuted.
DISCUSS.ION

I!

Idaho Code§ 19~3506 provides:

An order for the dismissal of the action, as provided in this chapter, is a
bar to any other prosecution for the same offense, if it is a misdemeanor;
but it is not a bar if the offense·is a felony.
Idaho Criminal Rule 48 is nearly identical to the Statute and reads that "an order
for dismissal of a criminal action is a bar to any other prosecution for the same offense if
it is a misdemeanor, but it is not a bar if the offense is a felony:" 3
These laws raise

two questions which this Court must address. First, when is an

offense ''the same offense" for purposes of barring any subsequent prosecution?

.

.

.

.

.

..

domestic battery." Idaho Code § l 8-918(3)(b):

.

.

.

''Any household member who in comrnitting a battery, as defined in section i 8-:903, Idaho
Code, inflicts a traumatic injury upon any other housellold member is guilty of a felony." Ida.ho
Code§ JS.:9t8(2)(a).
3 TdahoCtiminal Rt1!:es 48(c).
2
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Second, does the wording of the statute allow for the subsequent prosecution if it is a

misdemeanor, a felony, or neither? Both questions will be addressed in turn.

Same Offense
The first hurdle that Colvin must overcome in· order to· show that ·the de.cision
dismissing his first charge now acts as a bar to furth.e:r proceedings is to show thatboth
proceedings i'nvolve the same offense. This situation is comm'orlly known as double

jeopardy or the concept that a defendant ·cannot twice be charged for the same cr1me.
.

.

..

.

..

I.C. § 19-3506 and ICR 48 both make clear that when anorderfo:r the dismissal
of an action. has been handed down it car1 act as a bar to any subsequent prosecution if
it is being brought for the same offens:e, Colvin contends that becl:luse the same facts or

transaction (Le. the same act) underlies both his misdemeanor charge ·(which was
dropped) and his new felony charge thatshould act as a bar to the new charges brought

by the State. The Court agrees with Colvin that this is the same offense, but as will be
discussed in the following section, because the new charge is a felony, even though it is .
the same offense it will not act as, a complete bar.

In

order to determine if a defendant is being subjected to double jeopardy, the

United States Supreme Court in Blookburger v. United .States4 established a test to
determine what constitutes the same offense in a criminal case, The Court found that
"where the same act or transaction constitutes a violation of two distinct statutory

4 Blockburger v.

United States, 284 U.S. 299, 52 S. Ct 180, 761.Ed. 306 (1932).

Case No.,.; CR-2016~0002152-FE
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provisions, the test to be applied to determine whether there ,are two offenses or only

0ne, is whether each provision· requires proof ofa fact which the.other does·not."5
In a recerit Idaho case, State V; Hussain,e the Defendant was charged with one
count of solieiting a minor and one count of sexual abu-se; or the actual physical
touching of that minor. The Defendant, Hussian, argued that because these events
were a single event he was being placed in a double Jeopardy situation being charged
under both statutes. Applying the Blockburgertest, the Court recognized that because
..

each crime required

. .

.

a separate element from each other, prosecuting Hussain under

both statutes did not violate his constitutional rights. Because solicitation was not an
element of the sexual contact subsection, and because sexual contact was not an
e.lement of the solicitation subsection, thus requiring. proof of different elements and
describing different crimes, Hussain was not placed in double jeopardy.
ln·this case, the facts are somewhat different. The state contends that.because
there is one different element it is not the same crime. however this assertion falls short
of the mark as set out in BJockburger and illustrated in Hussain. The que$tion is not
whether there exist a single differing element, but whether each statute contains an
.

. . .

.

.

element unique and apart from the other. Here; thatis.nqt the case.
Colvin was originally charged with misdemeanor domestic battery,. which
specifies that anyone who commits a battery "against another household memberwhich
does not :result in traumatic injury is guUty of a misdemeanor domestic battery."7 The·
5

'

...... '

.

Blockburger 284.U.S. at 304.
6·State v.Bussain, 143. Idaho 175, 139 ,P.3d 777, 778 (Ct.App. 2006) ..
7 Idaho Code § l8-9 l8(3)(b).
Case No.: CR~2016,.Q002152~FE
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State's re-filed charge of felony domestic battery indicates that anyone who while
committing a battery i'inflicts a traumatic injury upon any other household member is
guilty of a felony.''8 Unlike Hussain, only one of these statutes requires a different
element than the other.. This situation is esser1tially what. is known as a lesser included
offense. A lesser included offense is a term for a crime that is contained witfrin a greater
crime; in other words, you canjt commit the greater offens:e without committing the
re·sser. Such is the situation with .Colvin. He committed

a

battery against a household

member. Because a traumatic injury resulted, which is a requirement in the felony
statute, Colvin can be tried at the felony level. There is no other element that the
misdemeanor required that that felony does not Colvin is being tried for the same

.Misdemeanor/Felony
Although the Court does find that Colvin is being tried for the same offense, that
fact Will only act as a bar to subsequent prosecution if the second part of I.C. § 19-3506

bar if the offense is a felony." Herein

is met, i.e. llif it is a misdemeanor; b.ut it is not a
..

.

.

case. What does the word "it" in the

however,
_lies the more difficult. question in this
.

.

sentence "if. it is a misdemeanor" mean? Similarly ·what does ''the offense" in the
sentence "the offense .is a felony" mean? Is the intent of the statute to address the
original charge or the new charge being brought?
Ordina[ily, when a Court "must engage in statutory· construction because an
..

..·

.·

.·

..

:

..

.

.

. .

.

. .

.

.·

.

:·

...

ambiguity exists, it has the duty.to ascertain. the legislative intent and: give. effect to

8

that

Idaho Code § 18.a918(2)(a).

Case Noi: CR-:20t6'"00()2152"FE
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intent."9 UnfOrtunately, I.C. § 19-3506 was written over 1'50 years ago in 1864. No
.

.

:

.

legislative history was presented by either party to the Court, nor is the· Court able to
locate any. Although ICR 48 was enacted over 100 years later, in 1979., similarly, no
legislative history or comments are given to aid in the interpretation of the rule .. In light of

that the Court must provide a reasonable interpretation of the statute in order to
determine the outcome of the instant case.
Colvin would have the Court believe that the word "if' references the original

crime and therefore because it was amisdemeanor, new charges cannot be brought

To rewrite the sentence in this vein would look something like the following: An order for
the dismissal of the action, as provided in this chapter, is a bar to any other prosecution
for the same offense, if the original charge is a misdemeanor; but it is not a bar if the
offense (original charge) is a felony; Thus under Colvin,.s interpretation, the C-ourt
.· should look to the original charge and find that only charges that were originally felonies

may be re-filed.
The State on the other hand, contends thatthe word "it" refers instead to the new
charges and should read something like the following: An order for the dismis$al of the
actionj as. provided in this chapter, is

a bar to any

other prosecution for the same

offense, if the new charge is a misdemeanor; but it is .not a bar if the offense (new
charge) is a felony. Thus under the State's interpretation, the, Court looks instead to the

new charge and if the new charge i.s>a misdemeanor it js barred, but if the new charge is
.

.

.

State v. Bradshaw, 155 Id;,iho43t 439,313 P.3d765, 767 (Ct. App. 2013) (citingState v..
Beard, 135 Idaho 641,646, 22 P.3d 116, 121 (Ct.App.2001)).

9
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a felony it can proceed. Under this analysis it would appearthat is does not matteJ What
.

. ..

the original charge was as long as the new charge ·1s a felony: Case .fawin Idaho is ·
. scarce ina.ddressing this issue.

ln 1959, the Supreme Court.of Idaho held instate v; Barter10 that the state was
barred from bringing misdemeanor charges against a person who had already. been

acquitted of the same misdemeanor charges because "the offense .. . is a
..

...

..

misdemeanor.1111

..

..

.

This however offers no clarity for this Court because the Appellate

Court ditf not specify whether it was referring to the original or subsequent charge. That
was most likely. the situation because the .charges .were identical: all that. changed was
the locati.on of the crime identified in the charge. This case could be viewed as favorable
to both sides in our present case, namely because the charges were both
misdl9meanors thus bolstering their· respective perspectives.
Additionally, in State v; Hinostrota, 12 the Court of Appeals noted that ''Idaho
.Cade § 19-3506, by its express terms,. bars· subsequent· prose.cution only· if the charge
dismissed is a misdemeanor. It does not prevent the state from further prosecuting_ a
defendant where, as in this case; the charge dismissed iS: a felony/' 13 This would appear
..

..

to also strengthen both sides' arguments, until. one notices that this still leaves the
current case unresolved. In Hinostroza, the defendant was. originally charged with.a
felony and then subsequently charged with a fe'lony as well. Such a sttuation does
m8intainthat when"the charge.dismissed is a felonyl) and afelony Is subsequently
·.
.·

··.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.·

:· :· ··: . . .. . . . : .:

.
..... ·
.

..

.

.

·.

:

··.
.. . . .

:.

:

.·

State V; Barter, 80ldaho 552, 335P.2d 88'7, 889 (1959).
n Barter, 80 Idaho 552 af 556.
.. 1iStatey Hinostroza, JJ4Jdaho 621,623,759 P.2d912; 914 (Ct, App. 1988).
13 Hinostroza, 114 Idaho 62l at 623.
.
. .
.
·..
.
Jj)

... .

..

·.,.·

.

.

..
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brought the court will allow it, and if (again in accordance with Batter) "only if the

charge dismissed is a misdemeanor' and a misdemeanor is subsequently brought
the court. will. deny it. From these· cases we see that a misdemeanor cannot follow a
.

.

misdemeanor (regardless of the position you take in reference to the word "it') but that a
felony can follow a felony {again because· both the first and second charge is the same,,
the wording of the statute is clear that a felony is allowed irrespective of the word "it")
but neither explicitly state the situation of this case where a misdemeanor is followed by
afelony.
Helpful to the Court is the fact in State v. Barlow's lnc., 14 the Idaho Court of

Appeals referred to State v. Barter, and stated that ''[f]ollowing an order of disniissal,
LC. §t9;.3S06 bars any subse.quenfmisdemeanor prosecution for the same offense,"15
(emphasis added) thus indicating, that the word

·~it" refers to the subsequent charge

rather than the original charge.
Additionally, in a dissenting opinion in 19.91, Justice Bistline of the Idaho
Supreme Court argued that in the underlying case, in whrch the Defendant was be.ing
charged with a '.misdemeanor DUI .and .not a felony DUI, "[t]he felony/misdemeanor

distinction makes all the difference in an LC. § 19-3506 challenge, :as the statute may
..

.

.

a·ct.to bar.the.proseqqtion ofmiscJemeanors,.

.

but.notfelonies/'16

presumably referring·to·

new prosecutions.

148tate v. Barlow;~', lnc., lllldaho 9.58; 960, 729 P.2d 433,, 435 (Ct. App. 1986).
.. 1 ·11·1
·15· ..Bar··l·ows,
. . .Jd~L
:. mi:o 95··8
... a·t9... 60
· ..
·
16 Statev. Beach, li9ldaho 837,839; 810P.2d 1123.1125(1991).
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This Court interprets Section 19~3506 and specifically the word "it" to be a

:reference· to the subsequent prosecution rather than the orjginal charge. The Court
views the statute to read as follows: an order for the dismissal ofthe action, as provided
in this chapter, is a bar to any other prosecution for the same offense, if the,

subsequent prosecution is a misdemeanor; butthe order for dismissal is not a bc1r if
the offense; as identified in the new prosecution, is a felony. Therefore, because
·colvin's subsequent charge was a felony charge (regardless of the fact that the original
charge was a misdemeanor) the order of dismissal will not act as a bar to the State
bringing the new charges.
It is also important to note that

a dismissal of an action is not the same as

acquittal, Frequently charges are dismissed. amended, dropped, waived, or added as.
new information is discovered, deals/plea bargains are reached, or statlJtes are
'
'

'

'

changed or amended. It would have been best in the instant oase if the State had

simply amended their complaint, but they did not, rather electing to dismiss and reNfile.

As stated however, Colvin should not have taken the dismissal of his charge to mean

ihnoc:ence or acquittaL
Idaho Code § 19--1717 states that "if the defendant was formerly acquitted on the

ground of variance between the indictment and the proof, or the indictment was
dismissed upon an objection to its form or substance, or in order to hold the

.· defendant for. a higher offense, without a Judgment of acquittal, it i$ ·not. an acquittal of
.

.

.

..

the Sµme: offense.'" (Emphasis add eel).

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

Under Idaho Code '§ 19~.1303 this prc,vision ts

also app:lica61e to criminal proceeding·s brought by information rather than indictment It
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is clear then that Section 19-1717 specifically contemplated the situation in which a

dismissal of a.proceeding occurs in order to bring higher charges again$t a defendant

aformal judgment of acquittal the defendant willstill be held responsible for
.

and absent

..

such crime •.
Here we have such a situation. Colvin's charges were dismissed in order to bring

higher charges againsthim to more accurately reflectthe crime he allegedly committed.
No acquittal was issued in conjunction With the dismal therefore Colvin can still be
charged for his offense.
.

.

CONCLUSION
The new charge against Colvin does in fact charge him With the same offense as

the original charge because only one statute has an additional elementnot required in
.

.

.

the other... Therefore, the State cannot. rely on the "same offense" language of the
statute. However, because the subsequent charge is a felony, even though the charges
are for the same,

or lesser included offense, the order of dismissal will not act as a bar

to the State's refilling of new charges. The·Motionto Dismiss·is denied.

It is so ordered.
DATED this 81h.dayofApril, 2016.

DAVIDC.NYE
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SE:RVICE

l HEREBY CERTIFY that on the sth day ofApril, 20161 rserved a true and correct.
copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner
indicated ..
Bannock County Prosecutor

D U.S;Mail.
IZI E-Mail

D Courthouse Box

D Fax:
J. Scott Andrew
.

.

.

. ..

Office ofthe Public Defender

236...7288 ·

0U.S. Mail
[gj·E;.Mail
D Courthouse Box
0Fax:
Robert Poleki ·
CLERK OF THE COURT
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RANDALL D. SCHULTHIES
Chief Public Defender
P. 0. Box 4147
Pocatello, Idaho 83205
(208) 236-7040
J, SCOTT ANDREW

Deputy Public Defender
ISB 4824
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXIB JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Defendant/Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2016-2152-FE
MOTION TO APPOINT STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

COMES NOW Thomas Cruz Colvin, the Defendant/Appellant in the above entitled matter,

and hereby moves the Court for an Order, as follows:
The Defendant has filed a Notice Of Appeal for the Court's review of the Minute Entry and
Order, dated March 30, 2016, by the Honorable David C Nye, District Judge.
The Defendant respectfully requests that the Court enter an Order, appointing the State
Appellate Division to assist the Defendant with his Appeal in this matter, and that further, said
appointment shall be relative to the appeal proceedings only.
DATED this 2,1\c.\. day of September, 2016.
~ , h d

Deputy Public Defender
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this "Z~~

day of September, 2016, I served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO APPOINT STATE APPELLATE DIVISION upon
the Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney, and the Court Reporter, by depositing a copy of the same
in the Prosecutor's in-box and the Court Reporter's in-box, Bannock County Courthouse, Pocatello,
Idaho; and by depositing in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, to: Lawrence G. Wasden,
Attorney General - State ofldaho, P. 0. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010; Stephen W. Kenyon,
Clerk ofthe Court, P. 0. Box 83 720, Boise, Idaho 83720; and State Appellate Public Defender 3050
N. Harbor Lane Suite 100, Boise, Idaho 83703.

<:ZS
~ s\ .a....,,
J. Scott Andrew

J

Deputy Public Defender
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Defendant-Appellant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
,)

Supreme Court No.
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
OF
APPEAL
.

_________

Appealed from: Sixth Judicial District, Bannock Gounty
Honorable Judge David C. Nye presiding
Bannock County Case No: CR-2016-2152-FE
Order of Judgment Appealed from: Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion
to Dismiss filed the gth day of April 2016.
Attorney for Appellant: Randall D. Schulthies, Public Defender, Motion to appoint
State Appellate Public Defender Pending
Attorney for Respondent: Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, Boise
Appealed by: Thomas Cruz Colvin
Appealed against: State of Idaho
Notice of Appe.al filed: September 2, 2016
Notice of Cross-Appeal filed: No
Appellate fee paid: No, exempt (Waiver pending for Clerk's Record/Transcripts)
Request for additional records filed: No
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Request for additional reporter's transcript filed: No
Name of Reporter: Not Provided on Notice of Appeal (ROA shows Stephanie
Morse)
Was District Court Reporter's transcript requested? Yes
Estimated Number of Pages: Not Provided on Notice of Appeal (ROA shows Less
than 100 pages)

S1 ~\e.;v<"\.,\0-e.A X

Dated

(Seal)

<

'20 \(o

ROBERT POLEK!,
Clerk of the District.~.,...-Court
...,... ......._

(__13y-\.i~~;T-:'.::-·
Deputy Clerk
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RANDALL D. SCHULTHIES
Chief Public Defender
P. O. Box 4147
Pocatello, Idaho 83205
(208) 236-7040
.

J. SCOTT ANDREW
Deputy Public Defender
ISB 4824
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,

vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Defendant/Appellant
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2016-2152-FE

ORDER APPOINTING STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER'S
OFFICE

BASED UPON THE MOTION heretofore filed by Thomas Cruz Colvin, the Defendant

in the above entitled matter, acting by and through his attorney of record, the Bannock County
Public Defender's Office, and the Court having reviewed the same, and for good cause
appearing,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the State Appellate Public Defender is hereby

appointed to represent the Defendant with his appeal in this proceeding, said appeal of the
Defendant's sentence., and said appointment will be relative to the appeal proceedings, only.
DATED this /l-1&. day of September, 2016,

i

~ :7:55.,.,...:::-~
HONORABLE DAVID C NYE
DISTRICT JUDGE
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cc:

Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General
Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk of the Court
State Appellate Public Defender's Office
Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney
Bannock County Public Defender
~ewrt R:eporter

Teemas Cntz Colvin, Defendant

Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender's Office
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IN THE DISTRICT OF THE SDCTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

NOl'ICE OF I..alGING

STATE OF IDAHO

vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN
SUPREME CXIJRT ~ to. 44484
Bl-\NNOCK CCDNTY CASE NO. CR-2016-2152-FE

The following transcript(s) in the above-entitled appeal
consisting of 20 pages was lodged with the District
Court Clerk at the Bannock County Courthouse in
Pocatello, Idaho, on October 12, 2016: -

1. Motion to Dismiss held March 30, 2016

via:
E-mail
DATED this 12th Day of October, 2016.
STEPHANIE MORSE, RPR, CSR
*Notice of lodging and electronic copy of transcript
sent to:
Sfiling~@idcourts.net
Dianec@bannockcounty.us
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF BANNOCK

STATE OFIDAHO,
Plaintiff - Respondent,
vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,
Defendant - Appellant,
_________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court No. 44484

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, ROBERT POLEK!, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District,
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that I
have personally served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT and CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of
Record in this cause as follows:
Sara B. Thomas
State Appellate Public Defender
Post Office Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005

Lawrence G. Wasden
Idaho Attorney General
Post Office Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said Court at Pocat~J_IP.,. Idaho, this \ '6.

day ofQ,\o~016.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court No. 44484
CONFIDENTIAL
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

Defendant-Appellant.
_____________

I, ROBERT POLEK!, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District,
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that
the above and foregoing record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and
bound under my direction as, and is a true, full, and correct record of the
pleadings and documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the
Idaho appellate Rules.
I do further certify that there were no exhibits marked for identification or
admitted into evidence during the course of this action.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said Court at Pocatello, Idaho, this

\-"\. day of~do.u.t..2016.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
THOMAS CRUZ COLVIN,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court No. 44484
CONFIDENTIAL
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

Defendant-Appellant.
_________

I, ROBERT POLEK!, the duly elected, qualified and acting Clerk of the
District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the
County of Bannock, do hereby certify that there were no exhibits marked for
identification and introduced into evidence at trial. The following exhibit will be
treated as a exhibit in the above and foregoing cause, to wit:

1. Presentence Report filed 8-4-16.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said Court, this the \ '-\_ day of Oc.Ac-K>-:k~2016.

(Seal)
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